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OLDHAM ELECTED MAYOR OF
CLOVIS BY LARGE MAJORITY
Entire Democratic .Ticket Sweeps the Field with but
Little Opposition.
Tuesday wag city election day,
and. although the weather was
to say the least most enclement,
many braved the storms of snow
and sleet to take advantage of
that great American privilege of
casting their ballots for city officers. As previously predicted
by the News, the entire democratic ticket was elected by a
iurge and enthusiastic majority.
Although the socialist strength
was by no means not to be considered and they no doubt surprised many by their numbers,
still they failed to muster sufficient strength to elect a candidate.
B. D. Oldham was elected
mayor for the ensuing two years
to succeed E. R. Hart, who has
removed to Muleshoe, Texas.
Mr. Oldham received 192 votes
against his opponent's even 100,
but in the second ward he only
received a majority of five votes
and in the fourth ward a majority of four. A. E. Smith received a majority of 139 votes for
city Clerk.
Following is a tabulated report
of the returns:

$1.00
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Swartz Enthusiastic.
the proprietor
of the Clovis Steam Laundry,
who recently went to Lawton
W. F. Swartz,

Oklahoma,

in company

with

Judge W. D. McBee, returned
last week from the scene of operations and has had a regular
appearJohn D. Rockerfeller
ance ever since. He is very
enthusiastic over the prospects
and says that it is undoubtedly
One of the biggest oil strikes of
the age. Derricks are going up
every day and oil properties are
doing the same.
The company with which he
is associated, could already realize
thousands
of dollars on
their investments if they so
desired but they are too enthusiastic over the prospects of
making more that they would
not think of such a thing.
Mr. Swartz is originally from
the oil fields of Penns ylvania
and knows whereof he speaks

Frank Burns is Secretary.
Frank

Burns, of the
Scheurich Agency, is the new
Schei'Ule of Vote'
secretary of the Clovis ChamWards 1 2 3 4 Total ber of Commerce. A better
selection and one more acceptaFor Mayor
B. D. Oldham 67 33 CO 32 192 ble could not have been made.
R. L. Pryor s. 13 28 31 28 100 Frank is a rustler, a real "live
wire", public spirited, and the
For Clerk
place.
A. E. Smith d. 64 41 62 39 216 right man in the right
If the Clovis Chamber of
J. C. Davis s. 16 20 18 23 77
Commerce does not take on a
For Treasurer
A. W. Skarda d. 77 54 72 47 250 new lease on life wilh Frank
Burns as secretary, then we will
(No opposition)
our guess.
miss
For Aldermen 1st Ward
71
A.
Scheurich
C.
Wismiller Has Record.
10
Lee Hardy
2nd Ward
W. Wismiller, the hardware
40
J. A. Nichols
and implement dealer, informs
19
d
Robt Anderson
the News that he holds the
3rd Ward
in New Mexico and Ari
53
Wilkie Carter
zona for selling John Deere list
39
Guy Wilson
ers according to the statement
4th Ward
he has just received from the
36
Paul Mersfelder
manufacturers. His record for
26
M. L. McCluaky
the season, is 66 and he ex
pects to make it 85 before the
Band Entertainment
season closes.
The Clovis band is going to
pull off a "stunt" of its own
Tuesday was a mixture of all
on the 22nd when the members kinds of weather. An assortwill give a splendid musical ment to suit the most fastidious.
program of new pieces and in It took turns in raining, sleet
addition, there will be a comedy ing, snowing and blowing. It
farce in 'steen acts. Clovis is snowed practically all evening,
justly proud of its band which but the snow melted as fast as it
is considered one of the best, if fell, but people awoke Wednesnot the best in the state of New day morning to find a light skiff
Mexico and we are sure that the of, the beautiful covering the
people of Clovis who appreciate ground. It was quite a surprise
their good music will give this for April weather but a delight
entertainment liberal patronage. to the farmer as it resulted in
moisture
C. E. Dennis, Manager of the adding considerable
Union Mortgage Company re- which is always very acceptable
turned Tuesday noon after an here this time of year.
absence of a week in Oklahoma
where he went on matters conJudge G. L. Reese and Mr.
nected with the settlement of a
claim of the American Bank Crosby of Portales were Clovis
and Trust Company which came visitors Wednesday night and
Mr. Crosby came
up before the court in Oklahoma Thursday.
City, He is Receiver for the for the purpose of familiarizing
defunct bank and is looking af- himself with the mysteries of
ter the interests of the deposit- Clovis lodge B. P, O. E. No 1244
ors. He visited his son Fred in and Judge Reese came along to
see him ride the goat.
Bartlesville before returning.
S.

rec-cor-

Commissioners

Back Up

The board of County Commissioners of Curry County have
done just as the News predicted
they would have to do, and that
is to back up on their land tax
valuations and have agreed to
set a new value. At a meeting
held in the Court house Tuesday
which was attended by a large
number of farmers and the
committee of business men from
the Clovis Chamber of Commerce, the tax ratter was discussed with the result that the
Commissioners have submitted
to some extent to popular demand and have agreed to reduce
the valuation placed on Curry
county land at the February
meeting to about one half. In
other words the new valuation
will be something like $9.00 or
$10.00 for land near Clovis and
from that valuation ran ging to
$3.00 or $3.75 depending upon
the distance from town. They
offered as an excuse for first
setting the value at such a high
rate that they had called some
witnesses before the board and
got the ideas from them as to
the value of the land.
J. N. Parrett of near Texico
was spokesman for the farmers
and made it plain in no uncertain
tones that the farmers and land
owners did not propose to stand
for the values as first given by
the board. Alex Shipley advocated a reduction and said in
substance that the peoole of the
county demanded a reduction in
the values placed on property
and also a more economical administration of public affairs.
Commissioner Doughton who it
appears has had but little to say
about the proceedings o f the
board favored a reduction i n
values and in all expenses.
It
appears that Doughton has
wanted to do the right thing all
the time.
Remember it was the News
that first brought this tax matter
to the attention of the public and
now the Commissioners have
had to reduce the valuation first
placed t o almost one half be
cause of popular demand. The
News does tilings when
people will stand by us but we
cannot do anything single hand
ed.

the

Mr. Farrell, representing the
Remington Typewriter Co., was
in the city on business the early part of the week.
The deputy state 'auditor is in
the city for the pnrpose of going
over the books of the county officers. He expects to be here
about ten days.
The city officers elect expect
to assume their duties o n or
about the 20th of the month.
City Clerk elect Smith is already
familiar with the books of the
clerk's office and will have but
little difficulty i n going right
along with the work.
Several Clovisites, including
Messrs. Carl Poverty and W.
G. Nutter, have gone to El
Paco this week to attend the
trial of Conductor E. T. Skeen,
vs. the A. T. 4 S. F. Ry.
It
seems that Mr. Skeen got his
foot crushed a couple of years
ago and as the outcome of the
accident, is suing the Company.

PER YEAR

TUCUMCARI R. R. BOOSTERS
ENTHUSIASTICALLY RECEIVED
New Railroad From Tucumcari to Midland via Clovis
Discussed With Tucumcari Delegates at

Chamber Meeting.
Back

from California.

S. A. Erdman, formerly of
Schell City Missouri, has just
returned from an extended visit
in Pasadena. California, and is
visiting with his daughter Mrs.
S. C. Curtis.
He says that conditions in California are deplorable, to say the least, and that
if it were not for the money
put in circulation through the
tourist travel, matters would be
worse. According to Mr.
thousands of tons of
oranges will remain unpicked
Erd-man-

n,

on the trees for the reason
that they have little or no commercial value and that the east
is now flooded with unsalable
California oranges.
His advice is to stick with

New Mexico.

Ben Moss Makes Record.
frequently read of the
batting average of a baseball
player or the record of some
great athlete, but the press
seems to forget a much more
important matter and that is
the efficiency average ,of some
of its servants in public serof this
vice. The subject
sketch is Ben Moss, one of the
clerks in the Clovis postoffice,
You

who has just been checked up
by one ot the Inspectors whose
report shows that the efficiency
average made by Mr. Moss is
99.60 per
cent. Some record
that. Of course Mr. Moss is
proud of it and so are we. We
like to see our Clovis boys "top
notchers" in anything they
undertake.

Climer Coldren Dead.
News was received here this
week announcing the death of
Coldren
at Mineral
Climer
Wells, Texas, last week, burial
being at his home in Muscatine,
Iowa, Sunday.
Mr. Coldren was a member
of the well known Coldren Land
Company, who have been largely instrumental in the develop
ment of this country and the
Panhandle of Texas. They are
now agents for the town of
Muleshoe and a large acreage of
land in Bailey County, Texas.

Business Increasing
Says General Manager.
Albuquerque, N. M. April

3.-T-

hat

the retrenchment program
inaugurated on the Santa Fe
coast lines on January 1, will
come to an end at once was
stated here by General Manager
A. G. Wells, who arrived here
to meet the party of Pennsyl
Fe directors which
visited Santa Fe yesterday.
Mr. Wells states that the work
ing time all along the coast lines
will be increased 25 per cent
The step is taken because of the
big increase in general business
the increase
and particularly
from big orange shipments.
vania-Sant- a

The proposition of building a
new railroad from Tucumcari to
the Gulf via Clovis seems to be
getting in tangible shape. At
least the matter was discussed
with the Tucumcari railroad delegates at the Chamber of Commerce meeting Friday night to
the end that a committee was
named to meet with a like committee from Tucumcari and perfect the organization and secure
a charter for the Tucumcari,
Clovis and Midland railroad.
Messrs. C. H. Alldredge and
Charles Adair of Tucumcari representing the Tucumcari Commercial Club arrived in Clovis
Friday evening and discussed
Clovis
the matter with
Chamber delegates who could be
hastily summoned to the meeting Friday night It was agreed
to appoint committees from both
towns who are to meet at Plains
or Grady at the convenience of
the Tucumcari delegation and

the

there to perfect the plans and
make the necessary arrangements as previously stated. It
is known, that Midland Texas
and the towns intervening will
lend their hearty
and that the large land owners
in Texas will give substantial
bonuses to see the enterprise
carried to a successful comple-

i

One progressive Tucumcari-bman has offered
$5,000.00 toward a $100,000
bonus for the new railroad and
it is certain that several Clovis
property owners will do as well.
It is the present plan, or at least
it has been suggested, to employ
a permanent secretary to be located at either Tucumcari or
Clovis who will keep in touch
with all the towns along the
proposed road and will carry the
project to such a conclusion as
to make the bonds salable. Negotiations will also be opened
with some railroad, probably the
Rock Island or Santa Fe to operate the line.
Concerning the matter
Tucumcari Call says:
"It is believed that a moderate
bonus can be easily raised here
when the road is an assured fact
The importance of the road
can hardly b e over estimated
from an economic standpoint in
It
relation to
will mean that the almost inexhaustible coal supply at Dawson
will be moved through Tucumcari to the Gulf. It will mean
tion.

usiness

the

that the garden products and
fruits of the Pecos valley will
come fresh to our door. It will
mean that Tucumcari shall be
come a jobbing city of importance.

Let us
with our pro
gressive neighboring city, Clovis
and the towns to the south to
the end that we may really
have this new railroad soon."
John F. Smithson the Grady
real estate dealer was in'the city
on a shopping expedition the
first of the week.
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CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO,

N E W S

er by way of Nicaragua, and considering existing French concessions In
Panama, the communion gave It as IU
belief luat the Nicaragua route was
more desirable under the circumThe effect of this report was
IS BROKEN stances.
to Induce the French Panama company to offer Hi concession to the
United' States for $40,000,000 In January, 1902. The Isthmian canal comFree Waterway Across the Isthmus Created When President
mission advised tha purchase and conWilson Touched Button Possibilities Were Seen by Bal
gress authorized the president to buy Ground Broken for the Great
Lincoln Memorial
all the property of the Panama comboaStory of the Panama Canal and of French
pany, Including a majority of, the stock
and American Engineering.
of the Panama Railroad company, and WASHINGTON. Ground was broken February 12 for the great memorial
erected In Washington to Lincoln. As would have pleased
to obtain from Colombia perpetual
control of a strip of land six miles the great president, the utmost simplicity marked the breaking of tbe ground.
New York. For mora thnn 400 When Hu I bou' report of his discovery wide, through which to build the caTbe day was the one hundred and
years the vision of a canal across the reached Spain, It was accompanied nal. Colombia refused to grant this
mth anniversary 01 uncoins oinu.
ii...
There was no blare of trumpets, no
Isthmus of Panama has fired the Imag- by the recommendation that a canal
&
"
pounding of drums and no......burst of
3-'
fflSv J
ination of the world, Prank Parker be Immediately dug across the Isth.
I
....
L
3
manl.
n jfir-ffv- ,j
Stockrldge writes In Popular Mechan- mus. What the explorer bad In mind
i
artillery saiuiee. mV
iuicanal, for, although
ics. Tho vision became a reality on was a
hers of the Lincoln memorial coromla-s-r""- "
.
October 10, 1913, when President Leonardo du Vinci, the great Italian
aion. accompanied by Henry Bacon,
bad recently Inventdesigner of the memorial; M. F.
Woodrow Wilson In the White House
f
Comer, Toledo, O., the contractor, and
at Washington pressed a button which ed the hydraulic lock, now generally
Col. W. W. Hart, engineer coramle-ilonsent the electric current 2,000 mllos to used for lifting vessels over elevaexplode 40 tons of dynamite which tions, It bad not become widely known.
In charge of public buildings
The discovery of gold In California
blow up the luet barrier to a free waand grounds, met on the spot down
In 184S was followed by a tremendous
terway across the iBthmus.
mi the "made" ground by the Po
"Gamboa's busted!" exclaimed the volume of traffic between the Atlantic
tomac, and all removed a few spades of earth, and that was aU the rites there
president as he pressed the telegraph and Pacific cousin, and for fifteen
were.
key. The rasuulness of his remark years practically all of this traffic was
Before beginning to turn tbe earth, former United States Senator Dlack-burwas a tribute to tho engineers of the by wny of the Isthmus over the Pan1
who has been appointed chairman of the commission in pluce of the late
United Stati-- army, to whom the dig- ama rullroad, opened In 1S5B by
Suuutor Cullom, mndo a short speech, opening the exercises.
under a concession from the reging of the canal has beau simply "an"This great mcmorlul will Bhow that Lincoln Is now regarded as the great,
other job" In the routine of their reg- public of New Cranad.t, now known as
est of all Americans," said Senator Illuckburn, "and he Is so held by tbe
ular work and ono Hint culled tor no Colombia. Tho explorations and surSouth as well as by the North. Today we let the country know that this great
brass bands or special ceremonies to veys for the railroad, a work that Is
work has been begun and will bo carried on steadily until Its completion."
glorify It With the same simplicity
The site Is on the direct line with the monument to Washington and tha
the first vessel to pass through the I
capltol and within easy view of tho gates of Arlington, which It Is planned,
I
famous Culebra cut, after the brenkto connect with the memorial by a memorial bridge.
lng of the Oamboa dike had let In the
water, was an ordinary rowbont, while
a bumble but useful tugboat was the
Others
Selfish
Government Clerks Just
-first craft of any kind to make the
;y.
k'v
.fj
e
passage through the great Gatun
are Just as selfish as any other body of people tbat
locks.
GOVERNMENT clerks They have been bowling for years for a retirement
i "
While the work at Panama Is still
f
or
law, which will make provisions for retirement at a certain age ou
far from completed, yet the canal
of their salary, and tbe
vis8panlsh
explorers
which the first
same organization wblch Is known as
ualized Is today an accomplished fact
"Retirement association" Is dethe
Too
1543,
Vasco
25,
Nunes
On September
manding Increased salaries all along ISE1RSH
peak
of
Hulboa
the
the
climbed
de
Blowing Up of Oambos Dike.
line. Tbe pure selfishness of this
the
70
continental divide and discovered the
FNAOY
control, but In November, 1903, ten United States Civil Service associaPacific ocean, which he named "the
Good
In
tbe
clerks
shows
detion
the
that
fact
months later, tho state of Panama
South sea." From where Hulboa stood
clared Itself Independent Within a are unable to get togother on any one HffllJH
1 1
month a treaty bad been negotiated suggestion for retirement Scores of
with the new republic by which the tbe younger clerks object to the
United States was given control of a monthly assessment plan for the purstrip of land ten miles wide for the pose of securing an endowment fund
purpose of a canal. The French com- on which aged clerks may be retired.
....
A. I
pany's property was bought and In Youth Is always hopeful, and these younger clerks think that they will leaf
February, 1904, a commission for the the government service long before the retirement age Is reached, and then
construction of a canal was appointed. ell tbe money that bad been automatically taken from tbolr monthly salaries
these younger
In May of that year work was begun would be lost to them. And thoy are strenuously opposed
where the French company had aban- clerks are to supporting In Idleness any of the aged clerks, who could be Impay
part
If
mediately
on
retired
such an endowment fund was established.
doned It In June, 19u5, a board of
One of the finest examples of what may be accomplished without feeling
consulting engineers was appointed to
any
loss
In
salary
Is
real
shown
of
the United States Soldiers' home. This
consider whether the canal should be
home, established In General Scott's time. Just after the Mexican war, by an,
at sea level or with elevating locks.
The canal Itself, from deep water to Indemnlty fund from Mexico, which nobody knew what to do with, Is today
the most magnificent piece of property In the District of Columbia,
It can
deep water. Is 60 miles long. Its genIt has magnificent white
eral direction from the Atlantic en- shelter over 6,000 men without crowding.
with marble floors and walls, white marble auditorium and theater,
trance to the Pacific end Is from
First View of Cinsl Since Blowing Up northwest to southeast the northern a magnificent library building, a Just as magnificent administration building,
of Gambo Dike.
terminal being about 22tt miles far- with a most beautlrul cottage for the administration officials, great conservathe southern entrance tories and herds of the very finest milch cows In fact, everything on eartby
said to have cost the life of a man ther west than
from the Pacific. The first seven tbat the heart can wish for, and all done by simply reserving a small sum or
every
more
much
tie,
led
for
to
a
beginning at the At- 12 cents a month from every enlisted man's pay.
accurate knowledge of the topography miles of the canalsea level. Five miles
-'- "
end are at
...
s.
and geology of the lethmus than had lantic
(00 feet wide, have been
previously been available. President of channel, a depth
Holidays Observed in City of Washington
of 41 feet directly Few
dredged to
O rant In 1869 asked congress to take
bay, and two
Llmon
through
south
up the matter of a canal. The only
it known tbat In the District of Columbia mighty few of the patrlotlo-holldaysection baa
of this
action was a resolution providing for miles cut
are observed. For instance, congress sits on Memorial day, Just
land to the BE
through
an exploration by officers of the navy been
to tbe Oatun locks, where exactly as though It were a common, ordinary day, and observes Washington'sand the creation of a commission In entrance
birthday by some senator reading out
ships are raised, In three steps, to
1872 to consider their reports. Then the
Washington's farewell address, while
a height of 85 feet above sea level.
In May, 1879, the republic of Colom11111
of tbe birthdays of McKlnley and Lingreat body of fresh water
bia granted a concession for the con- Into tbe
coln absolutely no record Is usually
hv noun".
Qatun lake.
struction of a canal from Colon to called
LUH
made. The Fourth of July, If congress.
VlV.''l
pfort
Panama, the terminals of the Panama
Is
In session, and June 14 suffer the
DEATH
BRINGS
FLUSH
ROYAL
railroad.
same neglect
was
In 1894 a new French company
Secretary of War Garrison,
organised and work was resumed. In Nsw Orleans Man Believed 8laln by
taking It for granted that LinIn
Poksr
Best
He
Man
crecongress
1899 the United States
coln's birthday would be a holiday
Game,
ated the Isthmian canal commission
the same as in New Jersey and New
to examine all practicable routes and
York, did not go down to his offlce- New Orleans. With bis bead and
to report which was the most pracIn tbe war department at all, so his
with
body
filled
his
of
part
upper
a
"under
the
for
canal
feasible
ticable and
secretary celled up Mr. Garrison's home to Inquire where tbe secretary of war
the control, management and owner buckshot. Capt WUllam Collier was might be. Mrs. Garrison Informed Mr. OutI son's secretary tbat ber husband
ship of the United States." The com- found dead In bis hermit's lodge. He bad gons to New York to address a meeting of the Old Colony club. "Mr.
mission reported two alternative plans, was seated at a table and clutched
thought that he might Just as well take advantage of tb holiday toFirst Beat Through After Oamboa one for a canal at Panama and tb In one hand was a "royal flush." Op- Garrison make
this address," added tbe wife of the secretary of war.
Was
Blastsd.
Dike
"full bouse." Ha day and
other across Nicaragua. It estimated posite bins was
great laugh-oAnd those who have been a long time In Washington had
was evipoker
and
playing
been
bad
at
canal
a
of
Panama
cost
the
beSecretary Garrison wben he returned to the city to be told tbat February-1his new ocean lay directly south,
by tbe loser. Tbe
assassinated
dently
at
Nicaragua
canal
of
the
and
Isthof
the
cause of the 8 shaped twist
is not a holiday In the District of Columbia. There are a great many other
bis opponent In
mus, which brings the Pacific entrance 1200,640,000. But because the routs police are seeking to be a sugar things that Secretary Garrison might learn of tbe lack of patriotism of congame,
believed
San
the
Francisco
to
York
New
from
ouly
but
southward
not
to the canal
gress and in the District of Columbia.
eastward of the Atlantic terminal. would be several hundred miles short- planter.
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Man Wanted for Murder Allowed
Himself to Be Caught in Burglary
to Escape Beared.

search,
Sacramento. A country-widcovering almost three years, for Otto
"key
Chaumberg,
the
notorious
burglar" of Bt Louis and alleged murderer of Detective James Arnold of
East St Louis, has ended In a cell at
Ban Quentln prison. Shaumberg was
identified by William J. Mulconnery,
sheriff of ! Claire county, Illinois.
Tbs police of every city In the United
States have been on the watch for
Shaumberg and 1500 reward for his
capturs Is authorised by Le Clair
county.
Shaumberg was betrayed by his
cellmate at San Uuentln. to whom he
narrated the story of his criminal
operations In St. Louis and East St
I.cull. (Sheriff Mulconnery was notified snd extradition papers were
l;ned by (tovert.or Ihina of Illinois
filed with Governor Johnson two
e

fil
suon'liF

bp

Sheriff Mulconnery recently cam
to the Pacific coast to get a prisoner
at McNeil's Island penitentiary and
stopped over at Ban Quentln to Identify Shaumberg, whom be bad seen
about East St Louis.
said,
"Hello, Otto." Mulconnery
and offered his hand to the convict
"My name's not Otto," Shaumberg
replied, and be pulled back his band.
"I never was back there, and I don't
know you." be added.
"nack where?" queried Mulconnery.
"Hack where you come from."
8haumberg replied, and then wilted
down when Mulconnery accused him
of the murder.
Shaumberg told hi cellmate that
after be had murdered Detective
Arnold be hurried to the Pacific coast
and permitted himself to be captured
burglary
In the act of committing
at Santa Crus, Cal. He pleaded guilty
under the name of Ray C. Jones and
was sentenced to serve two years In
prison. Shaumberg told his fellow
convict he thought be would be safer
In prison while a search for him was
oa than roaming round the country.
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Barroom Fork Doomed.
Most Inconspicuous for Soldiers
Light Gray
Tbe doom of tbs
glass
in
on
fork, whlcb stands
the free lunch counter, has been fore- WHAT color can be seen tbe farthest? What Is tb most conspicuous colorr
to answer these questions have been made by the war decasted by Health Commlsloner
He declares It Is deadly as a partment to determine the color best suited for a soldier's uniform. Tho
experiment proved few people realise
germ bearer and must go.
the difference colors can make or
their real relation to one another.
Bsck Dresses.
Prahlfelts Button-U- p
Tbe Ideal soldier's costume is on
Providence, R. I. A kill prohibiting
women from wearing dresses tbat that soon fades Into the background,
not show at all from a
button up tbs back has been Intro and tbat does
It would distance, making It Invisible to the
duoed In tbe legislature.
prove tbe relative
make offenders serve sli months at enemy. In order to
conaplcuousness of colors, 12 soldiers
bard labor In the kitchen.
were dressed In colored uniforms and
ordered to march off, while a group of
Youth With Two Btomaoha.
Berne, Switzerland. Doctors, using efficers and color experts remained behind to take notes on tbe uniforms.
the Roentgen rays, discovered that
nineteen-year-olyouth possesses two Two of tbe 12 soldiers were clad In light gray, two in dark gray, two tn green,
stomachs. The outh has been suf- two In dark blue, two in scarlet and two tn tan, as these are the colors most
fitted for uniforms.
fering from stomach disorders.
Tbe first to disappear were tbe light gray. Tbe next two were the tan.
Tbe next, surprising as It may seem to those who believe they know colors,
Court for Mother-ln-LsTonkers, N. T. Thomas Murphy were the scarlet Then followed the dark gray, while the dark blue and green
remained visible long after tbe other colors had disappeared.
Mrs. Anna Mobad bis
Experlmenu were also made at firing at targets of various colors, with the
loney, brought to court for smashing
Red and blue targets were also experimented with, and It was
furniture she had given him for a same result.
proved mat dibs aoeua Be more easily sees at a fllitsait. and nit,
wadding present
New York.
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We Couldn't

Phone 89.
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.
'

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $28,000.00

g

WANTS YOUR BUSINESS

Physician & Surgeon
Special attention to diseases of
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
Clovis,

department,' and another feat
ure is the 'monkey barber shop.'
The big free street parade,
which is said to be the prettiest
pageant ever seen on public
streets takes place daily at 11

Saturday.

The Great Gentry Bros. Cir- o'clock.
cus will Exhibit in Clovis
Saturday, April 11th.
Claud Notes
Victor Johnson
Mrs.
and
children were in Clovis Satur
After an absence of several
day and Sunday shopping and
years,
Gentry Bros,
famous
visiting Mr. Johnson,
shows which are so wll known
Bill Dannelly was in Clovis
and so well liked in this country
Saturday.
will be in Clovis on Saturday
A. J. Kos trade a business
April 11th, for two performtrip to Clovis Saturday.
ances.
Next to Santa Clam com
Joseph Trimble,
who has
the Gentry Bros. Shows in the ben very ill, is much better.
hearts and mind of the chilMr. and Mrs. A. J. Kos gave
dren, and to them, at leair, this a big turkey dinner Sunday.
event will prove of more impor- Those
who were fortunate
tance than any happening of enough to attend were Mr.
the year.
Jake Reichort,
Mrs.
V. C.
There are many "grown ups" Johnson and family and Mr. and
for that matter, who enjoy Mrs. Bain and son.
themselves more at n Gentry
Miss Elizabeth O'Hara came
performances than they do at out to her home Wednesday and
the bigger and more pretentious returned' Sunday.
circuses. Distinctly in a class
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Quigles
by themselves, Gentry Bros., spent Sunday
with Mr. and
holds a warm spot in the hearts Mrs. W. L. Byrne.
of all amusement lovers.
Ed Mears, of the Mear's
Ic is a high toned, moral and
Pharmacy,
left Tuesday for
entertaining exhibition and ap- Lawton, Oklahoma,
where he
peals especially to ladies and went to investigate
the oil outchildren. This is the first visit look and possibly to
make some
to Clovis in several years of investment if he found condit
these world renowned shows ions as represented.
and every citizen of the community should attend at least one
Mike Shivers arrived the
of the two performances to be early part of the week from
given here.
Portales, to visit his grand son,
One of the many big features Carl Bay less, leaving Wednesto be seen will be a 'monkey fire day for Kansas.

Athletic Exhibition
Roswell, N. M., April 16, 1914
For the above occasion the Santa Fe will have tickets
on sale April 15th, 16th, Clovis to Roswell and return at
the low rate of $5.80 for the round trip, limited to April 17
for return.

Iff

Sell You Inferior Goods.

Swearingin

of tha Arm of Pra. Praeley A 8waarlngln
of Roawall

will be in Clovis

from the 10th
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. H,

GROCERIES"-O-

48 lb sack Empress flour $1.40
1 10 lb bucket Cotlolene
1.45
1 25 oz. K. C. Bak. pow.
17
6 bars Laundry Soap
25c
3 lb head Rice
.
25c
.
.
1

l--

3 cans Good Corn

all diseases

both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

J.

R.

L. A. Dickman,

Next Door to P. O.

...Physician

Fire Insurance, Bonds
Rentals and Loans

& Surgeon...

Complete Abstracts of Title to all lancte and
town lots in Curry County. You need the best
Fire Insurance you can buy. Our aim is Service and Accuracy and your

Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Office phone 53.
Res. 219.

....

...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
Clovis,

New

Miss Gussie Williams arrived
Tuesday from Raton and is vis
iting Miss Veta Gills.
Mrs. Frank Taylor and chil
dren, of Belen, who have been
the guests of Mrs. Ridener, returned, to their homa, Monday
OVER 68 YEARS)'
EXPERIENCE
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Mr.

PROTECTION

Mex,

Agents Southwestern Savings. Loan
CLOVIS,

-

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

NEW MEXICO.

-

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
Props.

CRANE & WILLIAMS,
112

2

First Class Work.
South Main St.

Q

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

Bin Mi iplill
dear to the feminine heart
are simply perfect when we
launder the lingerie. Send us
yours this week and Bee how
daintily we do them up. Don't
bo afraid to send your laciest
garments. We will not injure
them in the slightest degree.

Steam
Laundry

Clovis

South Main St.

38.

WaakUwtuo. D.O.

so

Embalmers and Funeral Directors

-

& Building Association

New York

THOSE FLUFFY RUFFLES

.

Phone No. 36

FLEMING, BAKER Agency

m. d.

Phone 101.

BROS.)

25c

jer

All Kind of Dray and Transfer Work
Will appreciate a portion of your Patronage

(JOHNSON

.

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Office
Skidmore Drug Store
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
Lovia,

DRAY and TRANSFER

Undertaking Co.

.

2c

FROST & SONS

J

Magic City Furniture and

MOTTO

UR

R GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats

"QUALITY

New Mex.

D. D.

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

W. E. PERKINS

We wouldn't
If we could.

Ovar Flnt National Bank.
Odin Phon l&S. Kcildenc Phgna a.

Big Show

If we would,

DR. A. L. DILLON

Bank That Accomodates" f)

HOME

of Quality Groceries

DENTIST
Office Opposite P.

of Clovis, New Mexico

g'The
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CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
TO MATCH THE GOWN GUEST

A FREE DOOK
That Teaehee the People How to
Avoid Catching Cold.
The thirteenth edition of the "Ilia of
I.ifo" ia now ready (or distribution. Beginning on page three of thia popular work
on medicine, ia an article stating in plain
language how any one can aroid catching
cold.

The article was written by a doctor.

It

yean
waa written by a doctor eighty-fou- r
old, mho ia a bale and hearty man. It ia
hia bout, founded upon fact, that he doea

FOOTWEAR ELABORATE AND
CASIONALLY STARTLING.

OC-

RESTFUL

With the Prettiest of Shoes, Conspicuously Embroidered Btocklnga Are
Worn Soma Charming Fancies Seen In City Shops.

elu-slv-

ftinninnn

LIVEMOILS

r

n
aHuman
Chuffn

MUCH

LIKED

Combination . of Black and White,
Skillfully Draped, le Proving
Popular for Evening Wear.

by morning.

Black and white are still worn, Id
spite of all that has been said to the
contrary, for evening. A dress of
black chiffon won due meed of admiration. It had over It a most uncommon tunic, consisting of three flounces
of white gaute.
From these flounces fell, as If accidentally, long Jet tassels. The corsage waa of white gauze, crossed, and
finishing In wings which served as
sleeves. These wings had long points,
In long
terminating
Jet tassels.
Around the waist waa a deep Jet

Get a
boi.
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,

rod stomach clean, pure and fresh

with Case arete, or merely forcing a
very few days with
paaaageway
Salts, Cathartic, Pills, Castor Oil or

Purgative Waters?
.
Let
Stop having a bowel
Caacareta thoroughly cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gaaes,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
In the bowels.
A Cases ret
will make you
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Caacaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion,. Sour Stomach or
Constipation. Adv.
wash-day-

corselet

ht

4

A detail which Is quite charming Is
to have the bust simply veiled with
white tulle, over which run chains of
black or colored beads. A striking
effect was produced by a black and
gold skirt with a corsage of this de
scription outlined with Jet Another
corsage of white tulle had a sort of
corselet of
beads, which bad a sumptuous and
strange effect

Green Suede.
cling a small bouquet of miniature
roses. Another pair of green suede
slippers, ornamented with aoft colored
bows and laced with ribbons of a
matching color, are fastened with a
Jade buckle, set In a heavy rim of MODELS POPULAR IN FRANCE
Her Statue.
dull gold and are accompanied by a
stenogyou
going
that
to
ask
"Are
pair of latticework silk boae of the Child's Frocks That May Easily Be
rapher of yours to be your wife?"
same shade.
Another pair of dull
Reproduced In Almost Any
"OIi, no; ahe's merely aaalater to green auede slippers faatencd with
Material Desired.
me."
straps over the Instep have pearl buttons, and are accompanied by sheer
On the left of the accompanying cut
silk hose of the same shade embroid- la a dainty little French frock, with
PAST GOING
ered en the ankle with a flower and
leaf design.
Another pair of black
FORTWO YEARS and white slippers with black heels
and black bowa are perforated In
A pair of
And Thia Lady Think, She Would order to show ribbons.
dainty stockings with scroti design
Hare Become Helpless, but for
on the ankle are worn with these,
ritlll another pair of slippers of black
Cardul The Woman's Tonic
Buede are accompanied by a pair
Waldron, Ark. Mlaa Gertrude Houspale green Btocklnga. The shoes
of
ton, of this place, authorlxes the folhave cameo bucklea set In a dull
lowing for publication:
"I want td gold rim. This time the atocklngs
tell all ladiea who suffer from any are embroidered In dull gold, In a
kind of womanly trouble, among them, conventional design at the ankle.
weakness, headache, backache, hurting
Some women who go In for the
In sides, pains every month, nervousspectacular will be Interested In the
ness, etc., to try Cardul, the woman's hose, which have gayly colored
tonic. Get It at once, as It Is what
and Insecta Inset with semiyou need. After you use one bottle, precious atones. For Instance, one
yon will never regret your start.
pair of hose aeen
waa Just about past going for over
In a New York
two years, with the above ailments,
shop window was
and had It not been for Cardul, I
o r n a m ented at
would have been helpless, no doubt
the Instep with a
I took one bottle, and my health
tiny chameleon to
began to Improve, and before the botemerImitation
tle waa gone, I waa almost well. Now,
alds. Another pair
my health la perfectly all right
of bose In black u plaid skirt, a black velvet bodice
So. lady friends, If you want a medisilk showed on and a tulle gulmpe. It could easily be
good,'
you
will
do
real
take
cine that
the instep a scar- reproduced at borne In plaid and plain
White Suede, let lobster em- blue serge the skirt of the plaid In
Cardul, the woman's tonic."
Black Velvet broidered with dark blue, green and a little red the
If you are weak and ailing, think
Ribbon.
what It would mean to recover as
red allk thread. bodice of the plain blue serge. The
and surely aa did Mlaa Houston.
Still another pair gulmpe could be made of mull.
In the past GO years, thia strength-buildinof allk hose In a dainty shade of
The puffs In the sleeves can be efremedy has been used by gray bad a tiny gray mouae with pink fected by means of tapea, run through
more than a million ladiea, who found eyes. Many are the hoae embroidered casings In an ordinary full gulmpe
It of untold value In relieving woman- In flower designs,
or natural sleeve, pulled up and tied on the
ly pains and ailments.
colore.
One pair waa decked with wrong aide. When the gulmpe goes
If you are a woman, therefore, try morning glories in all the lovely to the laundry, the tapes can be reCardul. You will appreciate Its tonle, Bhadea of the flowers; another with moved.
building effect on the womanly constiOn the right Is a frock of blue and
and a third pair of
black allk Btocklnga waa adorned with white taffeta. A band of white taffeta,
tution. Begin today.
yellow daisies.
s
embroidered with blue. Is used about
k Ladies' Advisory Dept
M a- Wr
Medietas Co.. Chattanoc.ga. Tenn., lot
the bottom of the skirt and the same
book."Home Treat,
and
jNrWMtrif'M
embroidery Is uaed on the waist The
Hat Trimmings.
merit lor Women," seal ia plain wrapper, ea
Adv.
A new substitute for algrettee In frock could be reproduced In yellow
the spring will be built up of wheat or blue or pink, and white linea with
Not En Regis.
beads. Wheat trimming haa been uaed One edelng, embroidered In color, for
"Her manners are. so highly pol- for a long time on hata, of course, but trimming.
to replace the aigrette It la to be subished."
To Clean Black Jet
"Yes, but you know the d:ill finish jected to aome new treatment. Artinow."
ficial flowers for hats are to be more
First brush the Jet free from dust,
Is more fashionable
used than ever before, say the millin- then apply a little olive oil with a
bruab, and polish with cbamola.
A short answer soidoia helps things ers In the know.
along.
e

s

1

rap-Idl- y

g

self-tone- s

forget-me-not-

I
I

'MAGPIE' EFFECT

sick headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation

.Chatta-Boot-

ei

LAXA-TIV-

To meet the requirements of the
fashionable woman, wboae faultless
appearance necessitates the wearing
of specially matched shoes to each
gown, manufacturers offer the most alluring footwear. They realise that
never before waa there so great an
opportunity for making money as at
present Even the moat conservative
dressers Insist upon pretty footwear,
the
with
for
short, tight skirts
an otherwise
faultless costume
will be ruined If
the ahoes are not
Why Changer
In keeping.
Yeast This paper Bays managers
Btocklnga
are
of the state railroad at lladen, Geras much a factor
many, have established a course In
In the scheme of
English for tholr employes.
dress as shoes. A
Crlniaonbeak I don't soe why. It
few yeara back
seems to me that "Here's Looking at
women disdained
You" la no more comprehensive than
Clack Patent
the thought of
Leather,
"Prosit" la.
conspicuously em
broidered stockings, but today nothing
Is too elaborate. For Instance, a pair
of dull blue suede slippers are accompanied by a pair of dull blue silk
hose, elaborately embroidered In aoft
tones, with shaped medallions enclr- -

-

akTitTasyI

I

not catch cold. He thinka be knowa the
ration why. He eiplaina it in detail In
thia book. Every family ought to have a
copy of it. Kent free by the Peruna Co.,
Columbua, Ohio.
Mr. 0. Fred Llnitrum, 1923 University
Ave., St. Paul, Minn., writes: "I conflicted a severs cold several years ago.
Through the use of Peruna I fully recovered. I have never had any trouble since."
Mrs. Henry Martin, La Motto, Iowa,
asys: "I liave found l'eruna to be a great
remedy for coughs snd colds of children.
A dose at bedtime will relieve them all
night." Adv.

No

MADE

Fireplaces.
"Fireplaces," aays a woman archiOne Hostess Insists en Harmony In tect, "should be placed on the inColor, Even to the Tint of the
side walls and grouped together, for
Soap Uaed.
this arrangement keepa the heat In
for your Stomach, Liver and
the house and provides that, when
get
conto perform their
Bowels
flues
her
for
Is
who
noted
the
lighted
A hostess
and
one Are Is
genial week end parties, which are warmed the other fires all light and
proper functions by
given all through the eummer at a draw better."
toning and strength- delightful country bouse out on Long
them with
QUININE"
e) Ga
island, makes a practice of picking up
Only One "BROMO
Iening
ber guestroom aoaps while In Paris on To set lit eenolne, call for full naina.
of
Look for lif nature
HHOMUUI'ININB.
shopping bent early in May. There B. W. OKOVaV,
Cuiai a Cold ia Uds Uar. lis.
a
la something about the delloate,
fragrance of a French aoap which
A Definite Position.
no American made aoap seems to emu"How do you stand on this oyster
late, and though, of course, the French question ?"
varieties cost a good deal more, the
"I like mine beat broiled on toast."
distinction Imparted to a guestroom
In this manner Is Incontestable.
Doctor up that Congh Dean's MenthoThis particular hostess selects four lated t'ouuh Drops are a sure relief for all
kinds of soap, In four colon to har- coughs and colds 8c at Druggists.
This
monize with her various gueatrooma,
plan corrects
It's more difficult for a man to keep
done In rose pink, pale green, pale
buff and violet and rose. Blue this a secret after his wife discovers that
any tendency towards
hostess debars aa too chilly and aus- he has oue.
a spell of Indigestion,
I
tere for a bed chamber. The four
Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Red Cross Ball Blue, sll blue, beat bluing
soaps selected are violet, rose cylamen
in the world, icikut (he lauudreas
Biliousness
and venrelne. The violet soap la In a rslue
and Spring
nulla. Adv.
beautiful shade of lavender, the rose
or
Weakness.
General
ments
aoap In pink, the cyclamen in white
Faith may move mountains, but It
and the vervelne In delicate green. takea work to tunnel them.
Each soap baa the fragrance of the
"TTTHEtl the food reaches the stomaen It U subjected to a MenllavtV
flower It typifies and on one side
of
V V chaining movement by the muscular
(aN
. k thastomaebr
1,. ...
It ...
of the cake Is stamped the name of
aoi
- LlAwmmm - mwtAH..I nu.wv.,
AHv.ur nu. w,.
ur. in
neree ra U
meniw
the flower.
skin, the blood is puriAed of Its waste materia la these orgaaa eel
as human filters, leaving the blood pore and clear anises live,
This hostess keeps also In each
digestive tract and kidoeya are clogged.
gueatroom a dainty Bilk kimono and
Inexpensive, heelleaa kid boudoir slippers In the color of the room, so that
guest who
the overnight or week-enbrings only a sultcaae is provided with
a pretty negligee for breakfast In her
room.
ROOM

many-colore- d

fi
(J
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Dr, Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery

is a stomach, liver and kidney tonic by assisting
the stomach to assimilate, the liver to filter, the

kidneys to act the poisons are removed, the red blood
corpuscles are increased and one feels light fresh and active
Instead of logy, dull and heavy. The ''Discovery" stimulates the stomach, increases action of heart and arter
of ony character.
ies and is a most satisfactory alterative in blood-taiThe refreshing; influence of this extract of native medicinal plants baa
Everywhere
soma neighbor
years.
over
forty
been favorably known for
can tell you of the good it baa done.
Soldbv all mmdicirf dmalt rt in KotdJ or taUmt formi or nd 80 1
lamp to Dr. fierce, Buffalo, N. Y.,and a trial ho wtU bm mmiUd jrom.

FELL BACK

ON PLAIN ARTICLE

Mesothorlum and Radium.
Mosothorlura
differs from radium
only In price and In a more rapid
loaa of power.
Whereaa It baa been
calculated that It would need 1.800

Bewildered Young Housekeeper Felt
She Could Not Be Very Wrong In
Asking for That
years before the energy of a gramme
Her wedded days had not yet run of radium la reduced by
Into months, and her ambition waa mesothorlum retains Its full energy
to become a model housekeeper, al- only for the first fow years. After
though she waa ao young and ao very this the force Is gradually dissipated,
Inexperienced. Her huBband had had until after 20 years only about
of Its original energy remains.
occasion to criticize the butter sent
them by their grocer; therefore, deter- Ita great advantage over radium la Its
she comparative cheapness, although even
mined to remedy this fault,
started, brave and eager, to discover for mesothorlum the enormoua sum of
$50,000 per gramme la being asked.
some of the better quality.
Bo, "What is the price of your butter?" she asked severely of the man
whose store she bad briskly entered. GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
"Hutterine, 30 cents; dairy, 35," rattled off the storekeeper; "fancy, 38;
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR
creamery, 40, and table, 45"
She gasped, gazing blankly at the
row of tuba, to each of which he had
Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxur
pointed In turn.
"Haven't you any plain churned
lant and Remove Dandruff Real
butter?" she Inquired helplessly, "or,
Surprise for You.
I might say, churnory butter," she
added, her old spirit reasserting Itself.
Tour balr becomes light, wary, flufWoman's Home Companion.
fy, abundant and appears as soft, lusOn Thin Goods.
trous and beautiful as a young girl's
If you have trouble in making but- after a "Dandcrlne hair cleanse." Just
tonholes In thin material, here la a try this moisten a cloth with a lltUe
way of overcoming the difficulty:
Danderlne and carefully draw It
Hold a piece of the material on the
through your hair, taking one small
under side and cut the bole through
thia aa though It were pnrt of the strand at a time. This will cleanse
waist. When the buttonhole la fin- the hair of duat, dirt and excessive oil
ished, cut away the under cloth very and In Just a few moments you have
carefully ao that It will not show. doubled the beauty of your balr.
There will be no difficulty, even with
Besides beautifying the balr at once,
chiffon, If the cloth la folded two or Danderlne dissolves every particle of
three times.
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and Invigorates the acalp, forever stopping ItchWANTED TO KNOW
ing and falling balr.
Food.
The Truth About Grape-Nut- s
But what will pleaae you most will
It doesn't matter so much what you be after a few weeks' use when you
hear about a thing, It's what you know will actually see new balr fine and
that counts. And correct knowledge downy at first yea but really new
Is most likely to come from personal hair growing all over
the acalp. It
experience.
you care for pretty, soft balr and lots
"About a year ago," wrltos a N. Y.
m.n, "I was bothered by Indigestion, of It, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
especially during the forenoon. I tried Knowlton's Danderlne from any store
several remedies without any perma- and just try It Adr.
nent Improvement
The Two Kinds.
"My breakfast usually consisted of
Dr. Talcott Williams, the brilliant
oatmeal, steak or chops, bread, coffee
head of the Columbia School of Jourand some fruit
nalism, said at a recent luncheon:
,
"Hearing so much about
sensational type of newspaper
t concluded to give It a trial and find ia "The
happily coins out Tha einonenta
out If all I bad heard of It waa true.
of thia type uaed to defend themselves
"So I began with Grape-Nut- s
and
cream, soft boiled egga, toast, a cup of witn the assertion that their scandal-ou- a
Postum and some fruit Before the to a articles were a natural response
natural curiosity.
end of the first week I wes rid of the
"But to this a great editor once reacidity of the stomach and felt much
torted:
relieved.
" "There are two kinds of curiosity.
"Hy the end of the second week all
traces of Indigestion had disappeared Into one kind we stick our brain; Into
the other only our nose.'
and I was In first rate health once
more. Before beginning this course of
diet, I never had any appetite for
Grsnted.
Howard Elliott, the president of the
lunch, but now I can enjoy the meal
New Haven lines, said of a certain
at noon tlmo."
Name given by Poatum Co., Battle financier at a dinner in New York:
"There'a one thing we must grant
Creek, Mich. Ilead "The Road to
Wellville," In pkga. "There's a Rea- him In a business doal he never splits
hairs."
son."
With a wink and a smile Mr. Elliott
r.vvr
the ekere letter A aw
a appears frees lime te time. Tke?
are
trae, urn tall at aaaua added:
"He takea your whole scalp."
Uteres f.
one-hal- f,

one-ha- lf

Grape-Nuts-

mi

Easter Day in the Churches.

GL O

Easter day

is
a day for church going. Three
hundred million people, it is es-

timated, throng the churches
throughout the world on Easter,
bending the knee in homage before the King of kings.
The Easter festival is one of
the most beautiful in the church
calendar, a festival in which
exquisite music
flowers and
play important parts.
Easter is the harbinger of
spring, '.the glorious season of
hope, of revivified

aging the immortality

Clegg
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Sat. April 11th
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Money! Money!

Arthur E. Curren

Office in
News Building
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The above bit of news will be
hailed with a great deal of enthusiasm by Co. K.
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Gentry Bros. Shows
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All the world over Easter is a
season of great rejoicing, as
everything begins to cast off the
dinginess of winter and nature

herself exhibits Ihi spirit o f
Palestine, the
resurrection.
spot where the resurrection we
commemorate took place, is supremely emblematic of thsea-Bun- ,
because there the spring
suddenly bursts forth and all
the verdure and flowers spring
up as though a magic wand had
been waved over the land, for
the excessive drourness of winter is broken in the Orient when
it is still winter i n western
lauds.

vs
A. W. Hicks, Defendant.

To A. W. Hicks, defendant.
that a cause

You will take notice
is now pending in

on thefHiilicStrtets

at Ila.m.onDateof Exhibition

2 Performances Dai (y-- 2 and 8 p.m. gfc'fkS

the District

Court ot Curry County in which
Maude Hicks is plaintiff and you,
A. W. Hicks, are defendant, and
that the general objects of said
cause is to obtain a decree of
divorce from you by said plaintiff. You are further notified
you appear and enter your appearance and plead in said
cause on or before May 15th.,
1914; judgment will be rendered
against you in said cause by default. The name of the plaintiff's attorney is H. D. Terrell,
and his Post Office address is
Clovis, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal
of said Court this 20th. day of
March, 1914.
A. L. A WALT, Clerk,
By W. C. Zekwer, Deputy.
Apr. 23.
(Seal)
2--

Notice.
B.
in

Oldham,

D.

administra-

the estate of Frank A.
White, deceased, in tho Probate
tor

Curry

Court of

county,

New

has filed his final
count of settlement of his
ministration ofsaid estate.
Mexico,

Hon.

MORE

0
1

J.

Simpson

ac-

ad-

Morgan.

lge of the Probate Court of
Of all the holidays of the year, Ju
County. New Mexico,
Curry
Christmas and Easter stand has appointed the 4th day of
more prominently on the page May 1914. at the hour of 10:00
o f history than any others. a. m. at the Court House in
New
Throughout all the nutations and Clovis, Curry county
hearing
of
the
for
Mexico
vicissitudes that have entered
to faid finnl account
into the world's history duvhj
and settlement thereof.
thepa.t two thousand Years, the Given under my hand and the
two lu.stivals that commemorate seal of the Probate Court of
respectively the birth and the Curry County New Mexico, this
1914.
resurrection of the Man of Naz- 26th day of Mar?h

areth, still shine with a luster
that remains un faded after a
lapse of twenty centuries.

A.

L

AWALT,

County Clerk
Deputy.
Apr.

By W. C. Zerwer,

(Seal)

W. W. Painter, Dead.

Painter, who was
W.
known to many Clovis people
having resided here for a short
ktf J A Jt Jt JM Jt J MM.S
tim as a hmlth seeker died
S recently in Pomona, California,
of tuberculosis.
in writing the
A friend,
We want your farm
his death,
News concerning
loans. Can handle
savs;
them on short no"W. W. Painter was born in
tice.
Webber County. Mo., in 18C8.
Died tnrch 13, 1914. in Pomona,
See us at once!
California.
H hud mad
one trip from
The
Colorado;
three
Missouri
to
Union Mortgage Co.
trips from Missouri to Clovis,
New Mexieo an i received good
results each lime.
Ha left Clovis, and came
here. Arrived in Pomona Nov.
15th 1913 but gradually grew
worse after coming here and
LAND LAWYER
soon became too weak to go
back to Clovis. But he longed
Admitted to practice as
to go back, and often said it
agent before U. S. Land
was the greatest mistake of
Office and departments at
his life, leaving Clovis.
Washington.
He was a devout Christian,
had a been been a member
and
Eight years experience
of
Methodist church since
the
as U. S. Commissioner
18 years of age.
and two years as Register
He was an active member
U. S. Land Office at Fort
of
the I. O. 0. F. and Masonic
Sumner.
orders.
Mr. Painter leaves a wife, and
Legal documents of all
daughter Florence, in Pomona,
kinds carefully drawn.
a father, three brothers and
three sisters in Rogersville, Mo.
Funeral services were held at
the M. E. Church, at 2:30 p. m.
on March 16th after which interment took place in the Pomona cemetery, the Oddfellows
having?charge of the services
- New Mexico.
Clovis,
at the grave.

JJl.'M
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Thoughts on Easter

-

this.

Notice By Publication
In The District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
Maude Hicks, Plaintiff

$4.

putting out

some trees on his corm r pros
erty opposite the Johnson residence on Monroa Avenue. We
are glad to observe that so
much shrubbery and so many
trees are being planted in Clo-vi- s
this spring as nothing adds
more to the be ury of a placa
than these, especially in a flat
treeless, plains cu ntry like

l

I

life, presof which

man in his philosophic moments
has a vague perception.
Let this Easter day bring you
into communion which God established for the redemption of
the world.
Go to church on Easter and
hear in anthem and sermon
that marvelous story of the
resurrection. Who knows? By
that very act of attending the
house of worship you may resurrect in your own soul the latent God hunger which, when it
him
fills ones life, transform
into a man of wondrous power.
Go to church on Easter day
and behold the flower laden
chancels, the gorgeous varicolored blooms of spring, so beau- ti nl to the human vision after
thi sterile winter.
Go listen to
the exquisite
music, the sacred compositions
of many of the world's masters
of harmony which the choirs
wi'l render for your edification.
Easter day in church will appeal to all that is noblest and
beat in you. Go to church and
partake of that soil'.".:! uplift
for which your soul yearns.
C. B.

V

Prize Shooting Contest
Governor McDonald has sign
ed general orders No. 9 announcing a prize shooting contest for
the national guard to take place
from May 1 to May 7. Each of
the officers and enlisted men
will fire 30 shots. Prizes will
be awarded as follows:
To company with the highest
score, $25.00; to second, $15; to
officer with highest score, $10;
second $6, and third, $4; to enlisted man with highest score,
$10.00; to second $9 and third,

W.

i ... Easter

Greetings ...

Are you "togged out" for Easter, Ladies?
If you haven't already bought your goods
from GRISAMORE & OSBORNE let us
tell you that our selection of Spring Hats
are UNEXCELLED anywhere. We have
again received a new shipment of Dresses
Skirts, Coats and Jersey Top Petticoats.
And by all means do not forget the
Fownes Gloves. Your outfit is incomplete without them.

Everything

for Easter!

We have so many nice ladies' and children's togs, that we can supply all of
Curry County.

Grisamore & Osborne

3.

tell!

0

Mayor or City Council will close

the saloons on short notice and
that Clovia will soon continue
to be wet or go dry. That ques
tion could not have been em
bodied in the present city election for the reason that the
question must be decided according to the statutes by spec
ial election at leait two months
distance from any other elec

Rain! Who said it never rain.
was
Mew Mexico r Ana sucn a
ladies
of
number
to
a
in
hostess
afternoon good rain too. A good 1
Wednesday.
The
was spent in embroidering and inches of rain at this place. It
has already changed the appleasant conversation.
pearance of things, the grass is
A dainty lunch was served.
in
honor green and growing garden truck
The affair was given
up and everybody smiling.
of Miss Snodgrass, of Raton.
Those present were Mesdames
A great many are going to
Duncan, Campbell, Zimmerman, plant some of their crop right
and off now that the ground is in
Reed, Gibson, Skarda,
Miss Snodgrass.
fine condition.
W e were very much disap
Miss Bernice Fry Entertains pointed in not getting to go to
Melrose last Friday, but the
Miss Bernice Fry was hostess
more to us tnan
to the High School Senior's and rain is worth
would have had.
we
pleasure
the
Juniors, at her home, one eva t Sabbath
attendance
Our
ening this week.
Games were played and mu- - School was not so large last
sic aaaea to tne evening a en- Sunday o n account of the
We now have our
tertainment after which all weather.
went to the kitchen and enjoy- literature for the quarter and
ed the making of candy as well hope to have a good school.
as the eating of the same.
Mrs. I. Brasher entertained at
Sunday dinner, quite a crowd of
both old and young people.
Miss Pearl Memhard enter
This is our last week of school
tained several of her friends at
and our examinations are ovar
her home Wednesday evening.
and we are glad of it. Oar
school will close Friday by giv
Mrs. Pritchard will entertain ing an entertainment. The pathe Embroidery Club. Thursday trons of the school will be presafternoon atthe Gran Qiivera.
ent with their well filled baskets
as usual. A good tims sure m
The Womans' Club did not expected.
meet at the Episcopil Gaild
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Westfall
of the entertained 40 young people at
Tuesday on account
storm.
their home on Wednesday night.
An April fool party. It was a
complete
success from start to
Mrs. Crane entertained the
ladies of the Christian cliurch finish. A very enjoyable time
of Mrs. W. J.' was had by all present.
at the

tion. The calling of such an
election is not optional with the
controlling board of any town,
city or village, but is compulsory
when asked for by the required
number of electors.
Chapter 75 of the Session
Laws of 1913 says:
Sec. 2, Upon the riling or a
petition by electors equal in
per cen
number to twenty-fiv- e
tum of tne votes cast for the
candidates receiving the highest
number of votes 'at the last preceding municipal election such
question shall by proclamation,
Paper was once made by hand -tbe submitted to the electors
he first printing was done on a hand
thereof at a special election to
think what this newspapress-b- ut
be held not less than one month
per would cost if it was made that
and no more than two months
way!
after the filing of such petition
Provided: No such election
Why not buy clothes that are
shall be held within two months
of any other election, and ex
produced by scientific methods that
cept as herein otherwise specifit, wear and keep on fitting: and
shall be
fied such elections
right,
made
wearing because they are
conducted, the vote canvassed
and at the same time at the least
and the result declared in the
possible cost,
same manner as provided by
of
for the government
law
We know that no other clothing
other municipal elections.
makers have followed scientific methSection 3. No elector si gning
ods as long or as thoroughly as the
such petition shall be permitted
we have
to withdraw his name there
makers of Clothcraft-s- o
from, after -- the filing thereof.
bought Clothcraft Clothes for you
unless
the signature was obtain
and can sell them to you at
ed by fraud.
Section four says if a major!
ty of the votes cast shall be in
favor of prohibition, the municiThe Spring Styles are ready and
pality shall
forthwith pass
can serve you
they are beauties-- we
such ordinance or ordinances as
may be necessary to carry such
today.
provisions into effect.
Sec. 6. The barter, sale or
exchange of intoxicating liquors
is hereby prohibited within two
miles of the limits of any incorporated city, town, or village, should such city adopt
to the
prohibition according
terms of this act.
Section nine provides a penof the
alty for any violation
the oid boards of trustees were Act, and upon conviction thre
Albuquerque Election.
with little opposition.
Albuquerque, N. M.. April 7. Roswell showed normal Demo- of, shall be punished by a fine
of not more than Five HunRepublican gains featured the cratic majoity.
todred Dollars, or by imprisoncity elections in New Mexico
In Socorro, H. B. Bursum, Rement for not more than six
Democratic
a
city
day. In this
publican, was elected mayor.
months, or both.
majority of more than 600 two
years ago was reversed and D.
Notice
H. Boatright, Republican, was
Jesse Ellrod, of Muleshoe,
elected mayor over Mayor D. K.
A meeting of the Republican was in town Saturday night in
B. Sellers, Democrat, 143 majorCentral Committee o f Curry his car.
ity. The elections here was County, New Mexico, is hereby
Gus Bryan went to Santa Fe,
complicated by the injection of
called to convene at the office of Satdrday to attend court.
the question of the abolishment Judge W. A. Havener in Clovis,
Dr. D. L. Connel was the
of the redlight district, a strong Curry County, New Mexico, on
guest
of his sister. Mrs. J. B.
faction of Mayor Sellers' party Saturday April 25th, 1914, at 2
Bills, several days last week.
of
account
on
bolting from him
o'clock P. M. All Commitee-ma- n
his stand in favor of segregation
0. F. Rosseler, of Jefferson,
from the several precincts
is in the city this week
and regulation.
Wis.,
of Curry County are requested
The Republicans also elected to be present as important busi- on business.
their candidates for city clerk ness is to be transacted.
Earl Bayle8S spent Sunday in
and treasurer and got an even Dated this March 28th, 1914. Clovis with home folks,
break on candidates for council.
to Muleshoe on Monday.
Committeemen
In Santa Fe, Roman L. Baca,
G. W. Singleton,
W. D. McBee returned to
speaker o f t h e New Mexico
A. E. Siegner,
Clovis
the first of the week,
nomrepresentatives,
house of
Victor Nelson,
Portales,
enroute to his
from
inated by a fusion of Democrats
F. Doughton,
C
Lawton,
Okla.
in
home
overwas
and Progressives, by State
W. J. Curren,
Hugh Wood. Kenneth Riley
whelmingly defeated
H. W. Crawford.
and Leon Douglass returned
Auditor. W. G. Sargent, RepubW. A. Havener.
from their hunting trip 25 miles
lican. The Republicans carried
out of town, Tuesday on acelectand
city
every ward in the
Mrs. Walter Mullen moved count of the bad weather, they
ed a 1 their candidates for
into the E. R. Hart residence were forced to abandon their
Petitions for
councilmen.
trip.
this week. Mrs. Hart will rewill be circulated in
Fresh Home Made Canmain for a short while the
Santa Fe tomorrow.
dies.
Phone 223.
C.
Childers.
guest
K.
Mrs.
of
Deming
In Alamogordo and

Values made possible by new methods

$10 to $20.

MANDELL

CLOTHING

CO.

1

pro-hibiti-

i

V

Bell District

Mrs. Keeney Hostess.
Prohibition Question.
It is amusing to hear that the Mrs. Wate Keeney

1-- 2

hme

Stewart Thursday afternoon.
Cooked Food Sale
The High School Freshman
Class were entertained at the
home of Mr3. Snyder. Friday
evening, uames were piayea
and a iolly good time is report
ed by all. A two course lun
cheon was served.

the

Baptist
The ladies of
church will have a cooked food
Saturday
sale
afternoon at
Harvey & Morris grocery on
South Main street.
The proceeds ot this Bale will go
to the benefit of the church.

Market Report.
The ladies of the Christian
Furnished to the News by the
church served dinner Tuesday
at the building on Main Street Clovis Creamery and Produce
recently vacate! by Grisamore Company as follows:
& Osborne. The
Butler Fat 20 cents
dinner was
Kggs 12 cents
served in Cafetera style, someHens, 8 to 10 cents.
thing new in Mi nack
Turkeys 10 cents.
and was a success, alThe News will endeavor to
though the inclement weather
publish these reports regularly
kept many from attending.

Some Grocery

Prices
These prices good until Saturday
April 18th only!
$ 1 .00
20 Pounds Su gar
1.30
48 lb. sack of Flour, J. C.
3 Cans of Corn
25c
1 5c
2 Cans Tomatoes
1 Quart jar Pure Fruit Pres. 25c
1 lb. can Pure Fruit Jam
10c
1 lb. Fancy Roast Coffee 17
1 lb. Evaporated Peaches
10c
3 lb. Prunes .
.
.
25c
l--

2c

GET IN YOUR SUPPLY NOW!

HARVEY

&

MORRIS

The Leading Main Street Grocers. Telephone 25.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
DIMINUTION
AMERICAN

TO

MANAGE ENGLISH

RAILWAY

Henry W. Thornton, general superintendent of the Lone Iiland railroad,
baa been selected as general manager
of the Qreat Eastern railroad of England. Mr. Thornton entered the service of the Pennsylvania lines west of
Pittsburgh on December 14, 18M. as
draughtsman In the chief engineer's
office of the Southwest system, and
was appointed assistant engineer of
construction of the Cleveland A Marietta railroad one of the subsidiary
lines of the Pennsylvania company. In
May, 1895. He remalnod in that position until May, 1896, at which time he
was engaged In topographical work In
connection with surveys In southern
Indiana, until August of the same year,
when he was appointed assistant on
the engineering corps of the Pittsburgh division of the Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Ctuclnnat! A St Louis railroad, remaining there until March,
1897.
Then he was transferred and
detailed In charge of a party running
levels on the Southwest system, until June, 1897. He was neit appointed
supervisor In Columbus yard and occupied that position until November, 1897.
when be was appointed assistant engineer of the Cincinnati division. Ha filled
that position until the spring of 1899, when he ws detached and assigned by
the general manager to special work.
On November 1, 1899, Mr. Thornton was appointed engineer of maintenance of way of the Erie A Ashtabula division, and on March 1, 1901, he was
appointed superintendent of the Marietta division of the Cleveland A Marietta
railroad. In May, 1902, he was appointed superintendent of the Cleveland,
Akron ft Columbus railroad, and on December 23, 1902, was transferred to the
Erie ft Ashtabula division. On February 1, 1911, he was appointed general
superintendent of the Long Island railroad, and on November 14, 1911, be was
advanced to general superintendent.

r

i

MAY

BE IRELAND'S

VICEROY

I

It Is almost definitely decided that
Prince Arthur of Connaught Is to be
the Orst home rule viceroy of Ireland.
There was some talk of his succeeding
his father, the duke of Connaught, as
governor general of Canada, but this
will not now take place, unless the
unionists are successful In preventing
the government from establishing a
v.;- I
K
v
parliament In Ireland,
Like all members of the Connaught
family, Prince Arthur Is extremely
popular, and besides It Is considered
that he would make an able and responsible viceroy, while his nearness
to the throne and his personal Intimacy with the king would bave
great effect In soothing unionist susceptibilities In Ireland.
It would be difficult for Irish society
to boycott a viceregal court held by
the Orst cousin and the niece of the
sovereign, especially after the latter
had visited Dublin In person to open
the Ural Irish narllament which be
There Is little prospect, howwill do If that parliament Is ever summoned.
ever, of the home rule bill becoming law early the coming summer, as nationalists and liberals have often declared would be the case. It Is now predicted
r'.ll not be ended before next fall.
that Ireland's fight for

PLAYED

TENNIS WITH THE SHAH

Few girls from the democratic
ranks of American Ufa are given a
chance to win a tennis match from a
foreign potentate. And when It comes
to mutcblng one's skill against that
of so august and exclusive a royal
personage as his majosty, the shah of
Persia, the opportunity Is rarer still.
"It happened this way," says Miss
Ijiey Hussell, daughter of Charles
Wells KusboII, present minister from
the United States to Persia. "We had
a friend who was ono of the tutors of
the present shah, who, you know. Is
still under age. This friend, when he
learned I was soon to return to America, asked If I would not Ilka to try a
game of tennis with his royal pupil.
Of course I was pleased at the opportunity and accepted the Invitation. I
can truly say that the young shah appeared to greater advantage during
that gnme than at any other time I
had the prlvllego of seeing him during
my stay In Persia. With older people,
- " "
and on the occasions upon wnicn ue
Informality.
austere. Hut on s tennis court be shows all the
might
MenuTlne.. and enthusiasm which you
'lavsTtTeH
In every day life. He Is exceedingly fond of

rw.".

r
SLATED

''Tr,

'

FOR NEW YORK POLICE HEAD

report
Politicians are discussing a
financial
that George W. Perkins,
backer of the Dull Moose party, stands
ready to become police commissioner.
If the position Is offered to him. and
many say they would not be surprised
to learn that he will be appointed. On
will
the other hand, they declare theyOoetb-ala,
be surprised If Col. George W.
is
canal,
builder of the Panama
the next police commissioner.
AlThe report has already reached
bany that Mr. Perkins may get the
office, and politician! there say It puts
a different aspect on the police amendments contained In the bill now pending than when Colonel Ooethals alone
hesd the police dewas mentioned
partment.
Mr Perkins warmly supported the
fuslonlsts In the last campaign and
contributed $5,000 to the campaign
fund of Mayor Mltchel Mr. Perkins
worked for the passsge of the
slso....hs .....
-- A
Mr Mltchel.
k
MuVhe", Van .ppo. Mr. Perkins Police
Mayor
legislature.
whether the amendment, ar. approved by the

OF SHEEP

oou.

regardless of

DECLINE OF S.4 PER CENT FROM
1913 IS NOTED.

Distinct Advsntspss

Hss Msny

as

Much More EcoFarm Animal
nomical to Feed Than Steer-Le- ads

as

Meat-Foo-

(Prepared by ths United States Depart-miof Agriculture.)
A heavy decline In the number of
sheep has taken plaoe since 1910, according to the department of agriculture. In that year the number on
farms as ascertained by the census
was 62,448,000; the estimate for January 1, 1914. la 49,719.000, decline of
1.4 per cent from 1913 and of 6.2 per
cent from 1910.
Among the causes that have contributed to the diminution of number
of sheep Is the scarcity of labor required for their care, the high prices
of sheep and lambs for slaughter, the
displacement of sheep by expanding
dairying, deficient pasturage and tor-ag- e
on account of drought, destruction
by dogs, the settlement of range land
previously occupied by sheep, and the
low price of wool; also the Increasing
value of land.
The estimates of the department for
the number of sheep on farms In the
United States on January 1, 1914. show
a decided decrease as compared with
1913, according to the department of

Agriculture. The apparent tendency
toward a decline In the number of
sheep on farms has been noted for
some time and has caused sheep raising on farms to be referred to as a
waning Industry- - A word here concerning the economy of sheep and
their place In agricultural practice
may not be out of place.
As a farm animal per se. the sheep
has many distinct advantages. The
sheep Is a much more economical animal to feed than the steer, returning
a larger amount of gain per 100
pounds of feed eaten. When his capacity to consume roughage Is considered, he Is mora economical than
the hog. The sheep yields a double
return meat at an economical cost
which will
and wool as a
go far toward defraying the coat of
keep.
Sheep are prolific. A farm
flock which does not yield at least 100
per cent Increase Is very poor Indeed.
A flock of sheep on a farm will, In
time, clear It ot weeds, without ex
pense to the owner. If allowed to
range the lanes, the stubble fields aft
er grain Is cut, and the cornfields after
the corn Is full grown. As a scaven
ger, even a goat is not more useful
than a sheep.
As meat-fooanimals sheep have
never been sufficiently appreciated In
the United States. They are, however,
They must be
of very great value.
classed with hogs and poultry as the
most available animals to supply meat
for home usu on the average farm.
They are readily alaughtered, the
meat can be kept without difficulty,
It cuts up without waste In sizes which
are convenient for the average family,
and the meat Is nutritious, wholesome
end palatable when properly cooked.
The healthfulness of the sheep alone
gives It front rank as a meat-fooSheep rarely have tubercu
animal.
losla or other dlsoasos communicable
'

to man.

The foregoing statements are axio

matic. If the sheep Industry is so In'
vitlng. why do the farmers seem to be

showing a tendency to curtail sheep
rnlslng? There are probably three
principal causes.
Intestinal parasites, prlncl
First
pally stomach worms, cause serious
losses In farm flocks over the whole
country, and almost entire lamb crops
are sometimes exterminated. In no
farming sections are sheep free from
this danger, and no breed of sheep Is
Immune, although some breeds the
Merinos, for example are less susceptible than others. No Infallible
cure for stomach worms Is known,
but It Is possible to control them eco

nomically by keeping the lambs away
from the ewes except when nursing,
and by system ot pasture rotation.
Unless a fanner Is willing to take pre
cautions In the management of the
flock be should not raise sheep.
Second Cur dogs are almost as
great a hindrance to the sheep Industry as parasites. The only protection
against them la to keep the flock dur
ing the day where it can be watched
f
Incisand to put it into a
ure at night. An authentic case has
recently been reported from Michigan
where a flock ot more than 200 head
were all run to death In one night by
t
night folds
two cur dogs.
can be built of woven wire at small
expense.
Third Farmers have not generally
recognised the proper place of the
sheep In agriculture In the settled
regions. Too much Importance la
placed on wool.- Except on the range
where land Is cheap, the wool should
be regarded as an Incidental a side
line to help defray the coat of handling. Raising sheep tor wool alone
does not pay on farms, and the at
tempts ot farmers to make It pay Is
undoubtedly largely responsible for
the prevailing opinion that aheep are
not profitable on expensive land. Sheep
are raised In England on some of the
most expensive land In the kingdom,
but they are raised as meat animals
and not as wool producers; the wool
Is a
as it should be la
farm flocks.
It only 25 per cent of the farms on
which there are now no sheep should
have a flock of not over 25 or 30 ewes,
managed with reasonable care and
protected against dogs, not only would
farm revenues be materially Increased
but a decided step In advance would
be taken toward the solution of our
meat supply problem.
Decline of Hogs en the Farm.
Although the estimated number of
swine on farms January 1, 1914,
was 1.3 per cent more than
the census number for 1910, the decline from 1913 was 3.7 per cent This
decline Is partly accounted for by the
extensive prevalence of hog cholera,
by high priced corn, by the deficient
production of 1913 because of a seand extensive
vere
drought and because of the high price!
ot swine for slaughter. Notwithstanding the high prtoe ot hogs for slaughter, farmers found that they could not
com.
profitably teed the
At the same time, the price of bogs
per hundred pounds was high relatively, although not as high as eon. In
this situation hogs were often sent to
market undersized.
The average size of hogs on the
farm January 1, has never been directly ascertained, but It may be computed from the average prise per head
divided by the average price per hundred pounds, as ascertained by this
bureau. As a result of this operation,
the average weight of a hog on the
farm January 1, 1914. was M5 pounds;
In 1913 it was 144 pounds. In 1912 140
pounds; and in 1911, 131 pounds. The
bogs which
marketing of
has been frequently commented upon
In
and commercial papers
during the last three years, Is apparent In the foregoing average weights,
which are apparently high because
the lighter hogs have been sold oft
The average value ot swine on
farms per head January 1, 1914, was
$10.40, or 5.5 per cent above the aver
age value of January 1, 1913, and 13.4
per cent above that of 1910. In consequence of the Increased value of
swine per head, the total value of all
swine on farms Is estimated at $612,- 951,000, or a gain of 1.6 per cent over
1913 and 14.9 per cent over 1910. The
diminution of swine January 1, 1914,
was more than counterbalanced by
the Increased price per head of those
that were on hand.
Dog-tigh-

-

d

high-price-

mm

FRUIT

FOR SICK CHILD
"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.
Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup ot
rigs" that this Is their Ideal laxative.
because they love Its pleasant taste
n,t it thnmufhlv cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels with
out griping.
When cross, irritable, reverun or
hraath la had. stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
mm
teaapoonful of this Harmless,
anil In a few hours all the
I.
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
indigested food passes out ot the Powell, and you bave a well, playful child
uiln. Whan Its little system It fall
of cold, throat sore, baa stomachache.
diarrhoea, indigestion, coiio remem-ha- r.
a rood "Inside cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given.
Millions ot mothers Keep Tjsiirornia
Syrup of Figs" handy; they kuow a
taaenoonful today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask at the store for a 60-cent bottle ot "California Syrup oi
Figs." which hss directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- i
printed on the bottle. Adv.

It he

doesn't exist
The
did there would be no lawyers.
fool-kill-

400.000

SefttSSg
f Tear

Immigration figures show that ths
wmiiitinn nf Canada Increased dur- i o I x h Uw addition of 400.000
...tiara from tha United States
Moat of these havs gong
en farms In provinces of Manitoba,

!T.

Saskatchewan ana AiDeria,
Lotd William Ptrcy. an loflk llobltewA

;

i.

"Ths poMlbtUUw and eppowisiw orrarso
an to tnftntutjt"
ths Canadian
greater than those whtoh eaiet tat gnsland. 1
,
that II MM abort to think that vtM
should bo Impede from eomtof to the
j -country whore thn oan moot tastty aodaV..w
,
eertalnl, Improro tholr yotlUoo.
O? "
Now districts art bsinf opened aft
Which will mailt eoeauabie a great
.
J- . .
A
W
k
eracaUhr adapt! to mixed tm-fol- i
toe and f rata roiilm.
'
For llhntratod Ittoremreena,
reduoed raUwtr MM, tpplr tol
Sunt, ol Immlfrolloo. Ottawa, I
Uanana, or w
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O. A. COOK

Its W. Siti street
I

City, Men

lie

live-stoc-

Keep Calvee Comfortable.
It dees not pay to turn little calves
out where they will be exposed to cold
blasts. A chilled calf Is a sick calf,
and sick calves are very unprofitable
property. Give them a dry, comfortable bed.

Why Suffer From HtsdacheSs

Neuralgia, Rheumatism
Hunt's Lightning Oil

quickly relieves

the pain. Ths Hurting and Aching atop

almost instantly. A truly wonderful remedy
for those who suffer. It is astonishing how
the pain fades sway the moment Hunt'e
Lightning; Oil comes in contact with it
So many people are praising it that yoa
can no longer doubt For Cuts, Burns,
Bruises and Sprains It Is simply fine. All
dealers sell Hunt's Lightning Oil In
ss and 50 cent bottles or by mail from
A. B.

Sherman

Rlohards Medietas Co.
Texas
rUKKIfe

a trifle high In the middle, not allow
ing a hole to form In the center, as is
done when silage begins to
sometimes
by
Loss
Csused
Much of Trouble and
freeze around the edges. We have
Freezing Csn Bs Prevented by
never had any bad results from feedExercising Little Care.
ing frozen silage, but It will not keep
long after thawing out
(Br A. T. WtLBON, Director of AgriculSince most of the freestng Is due to
tural Extension PIvMnn and Farmers'
Institute, University Farm, St. Paul, cold sir above the silage. It Is possible
to afford considerable protection by
Minn.)
None of the types ot silos rut upon keeping the surface covered with bay
the market so far will keep silage In or straw, or better still, a blanket or
this latitude without more or less canvas.
If In addition to these precautions
freezing taking place, during the winter months, although those having It Is convenient to build the silo In a
air spaces In the walls seem to freeze sheltered place, there should be little
somewhat less than the type having loss or trouble from freezing.
solid walls.
Keep ths Hogs Hsslthy.
Experience has shown, however,
Young hogs should not be given
that freezing can be kept within reaIn order to keep
sonable limits In silos of any common crowded quarters.
type by the exercise ot a little extra them In a healthy, growing condition,
care. A good tight roof should be a proper diet should be fed. Healthy
provided and the doors should be kept individuals possess a certain amount
closed as much as possible to prevent of power to resist disease, and thla
circulation ot air above the silage and plays no small part In preventing It
to keep In the beat generated by the
Dairy Twins.
silage.
The man and the cow are the twins
In using. It Is Important to keep
the surface of the silage level or even of the dairy business.

SILO IN

A

SHELTERED

HAIR BALSAM
a toll!to,prWallan of mrrttj
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The Clovis News

Clean Slate for

Hell on Earth.

The treatment of the Btriking
City Council.
coal miners of Colorado, by the
(crowded out last week.)
The News Printing Company
Two important matters were soldiers and militia men of that
disposed of at the last meeting state, amounted to a veritable
(Incorporated)
City Council, hell on earth if John K.
of the present
account of it is true -- and
Monday night.
The opinion
Arthur E. Curren, Manager. prevailing that the present I haven't the least doubt but
council would leave the matter that it's true.
The treatment of Colnar, Yeni,
Entered at the post office at of appointing two councilmen in
Clovis, N. M. as second class the place of Townsend in the Yancancelli, and others, by (he
militiamen, in
matter under the act of March 4th ward and W. B. Dodson of soldiers and
starving
them
to deith
almost
3, 1879.
the 2nd., resigned, over to the
keeping
conand
them
awake
new council, seems to be an erroneous report. These resigna- tinually four or five days and
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
nights by punching them with
One Year
$1.00 tions were only recently receiv- bayonets, throwing cold water
ed
and
therefore could not be
Six Months'
50c
acted upon until last meeting on them, and allowing them no
bed in cold weather, was exWhat is the good of holding night, when the matter was tremely brutal. And it showed
W.
taken
up
and
F. Swartz
the key to the situation if you
clearly, that General Chase,
co serve from
was appointed
cannot find the key hole?
Mayor
Boughton,
Captain
the 4th and A. W. Johnson in
Drake,
officers,
and
under
other
the
appoint2nd ward. These
In order to get rid of a bore,
whose orders it was done, were
good
are
meet
ones
merits
and
BBk him to repeat
his longest
just simply brutes, in human
and favorite story twice. Even with general approval
form, and nothing more. And
city
The
debt which was esti
he cannot stand that.
soldiers and militiamen that
the
mated at $8,000 has been com
obeyed such orders and punishThe success of an amateur pietely wiped out leaving a ed their fellow beings so severegardener often depends upon clean slate, financially speaking, ly without
sufficient cause, were
council.
the number and the appetites to the
cowards, or no less brutes than
of his neighbors chickens.
it is understood that a num
And I want
ber of extensions will be made were the officers.
people
know
to
the
that I say
The $10,000 damage suit in the near future however.
it.
time
were
masses
the
It's
brought by Commissioners Hoy
seeing these things, and speakD. Elder and
Ben Crawford
ing out against them; getting
against the News Printing Millions of Acres
for Large Homesteads together and taking things in
Company and Arthur 15. CurSince the enactment of the their own hands, and stopping
ren, of this paper, for alleged
the hell on earth for the workhomestead law
defamation of their .character, enlarged
ing
people that the capitalist
classibeen
acres have
etc., is the subject of considertogether with the law
robbers,
able joking in Clovis. One fied by the United States
ful
robbers, are makinterest
survey as nonirrigable
party wanted to know why
ing
through
the officers and
by
designated
and
they didn't make it $25,000 and
the interior
get all we had. Another department as enterable under henchmen of the old parties and
tracts, the the Bull Moose party.
suggested that we shoul J bring this law in
It's time that the great mass
being
limit
twice that allowed
action against the banks for
es
are seeing the corruption
"tipping off" the amount of under the original homestead
of
leaders and officers of
the
our bank roll.
of
law. During the month
parties, and turning them
those
feoruary j.ats.zuu acres were
I. N. Storm, one of the sturdy thus classifiel by the survey and voting them out.
J. M. Sanders.
farmers of the
and thrown open to entry by
neighborhood in the north- Secretary Lane.
The states
Will Try Sweet Clover.
ern part of the county, was in most affected were Colorado,
is said that some county
It
city
supplies
Tuesday. where 1.129,000 acres were so
the
after
Mr. Storm reports things flour- designated;
Montana,
with farmfrs will try growing sweet
ishing in his section of the coun- 1,590 and Oregon, with about clover this summer as a forage
crop. This plant, which grows
ty and says that, from present 300, 000 acres. -- Post Argus.
wild in certain sections of the
prospects, there is going to be
country,
especially around Nara
a bumper wheat crop this vear.
We would like to see every Visa and the northern portion,
early
especially,
wheat,
The
is property owner in Clovis plant
has by many been considered a
looking fine said Mr. Storm, but
some trees on his premises this weed pest asunder favorable
the late wheat was damaged to spring. It will not only enconditions in some countries, it
some extent by the high winds hance
the value of his property
of last month. All the farmers but it will assist in beautifying kills out other crops.
of that country are now making the city generally. The water Sweet clover is said to be
equal to alfalfa in food value
Clovis their trading headquarrate has been materially re- and to be much more drought
ters.
duced so that if necessary to resisting. When Western Kanit there
By not doing as well as by water the trees in times of sas began growing
dry weather, it can be done at was much objection raised to
doing, one can improve the appearance of his own town. By a small cost. Get the tree the crop but now there are
abstaining from throwing waste planting habit, all you vacant thousands of acres in sweet
lot owners.
clover, it is said.
paper,
banana
and orange
The seed may be planted earpeeling, and other refuse on
ly
in the year and will germinA
Chicago
Cinvisiting
man
the sidewalk or in the roadway
in due season. It is said to
ate
cinnati
being
shown
was
around
the looks of a street will be
vastly improved. Not only does by a citizen who said: "Now, be hardy in the winter and
such refuse look unsightly but it let's go and see the Widows' does not kill out like alfalfa.
is always a nuisance and often Home." The Chicago man put The seedfmay be drilled in eara danger. It is just a little his finger to the side of his nose ly in the spring.
thoughtlessness that leads peo- and winked and then said: "Not The plant grows similarly to
ple to scatter remants of let- much, Mary Ann: I saw a wid- alfalfa and reaches almost the
ters and papers in the street, it ow home once, and she' sued same height undar favorable
therefore needs but a little me for breach of promise and conditions. Ex.
thoughtfulness to do away with proved it on me, and it cost
me sixteen thousand
dollars.
that habit.
Life.
No sir, send the widows noma
in
a
Life's
of rough and
thing
a
hack."
In these days of efficiency
tumble
experts
when everything is
being done to eliminate waste Judge Harry Patton, one of Life's a thing of laugh and
grumble.
and get the most out of a ma- our leading legal lights returnchine and out of business, it is ed from Oklahoma City Satur- Life's a game of go and hustle,
just as well to remember that day where he argued a case be- Life's a thing of rush and bustle
courts in- Life's a play of brain and
there is a good deal of waste in fore the Oklahoma
muscle
the average individual life. If volving matters pertaining to
all jump and buzz and
Life's
claims
of
the
settlement
the
of
that were eliminated and life
whirr.
American
Bank
defunct
and
advantage
in
used to better
helping others and improving Trust Company. He was acsocial and moral conditions, this companied to Oklahoma by C.
Former Mayor, E. R. Hart,
old world of ours would expe- E. Dennis, the receiver of the of Clovis, who now resides at
rience quite a boom It is en- company, who is looking after Muleshoe, Texas, where ho has
couraging to know that there is the inte rests of the depositors. a lumber yard, was in the city
visiting his family Saturday.
far less waste in life than forpopular
forget
He returned to Muleshoe
prospect
In
be
to
for
order
the
merly and that
say
good
good.
to
deal.
a
is
service
future
In-goi-

Gur-ner- 's

goo-logic-

320-acr-

r We pride ourselves in the fact
that our stockholders are

com-

posed of some of the wealthiest
bankers of New Mexico and
Texas. Ask us who they are
and inquire as to their character and Reputation.

First National
Bank
of Clovis.
3C
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Your portrait, taken now
at Easter-tide- ,
will be most
fitting to the occasion
will be appreciated by your

e

friends and loved ones
as an evidence of your
thoughtfulness.

Cameron-Bell-vie-

Make
the
Appointment
Today

'MA

With

ROBINSON

"The Photographer in Our Town"
Phone No.

145.

A

Opposite Post Office.

PERSONAL

WORD

When you buy trees and plants from us, you
are assured of getting stock which has received
our very best care in growing. We trust they
will flourish with you. We assure you, that after
giving from two to four years care in growing
different kinds of trees. We feel a lively interest
in their growth after we send them out
Our boast is that we grow stock as good as
can be grown. We have been growing it for several years. All the experience we have had is
offered freely to anyone who will inquire of us on
any subject on tree or plant growth.
We have introduced some of the leading
fruits of the day and they are not surpassed by
any others.
You owe it to yourself to find out about us;
what we have and what we are doing.
See our MR. RAMME at Clovis Seed Store.
He will be glad to show you our line.

Hereford Nursery
Hereford, Texas.

Co,
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PERFECT OMELET
REQUIRES
MUCH CARE
ITS PREPARATION.

IN

Proper Amount of Yolks and Whits
Is Important, and Knlfo Should
Ntvtr Bt Used In Serving
Mutt Bo Eatan at One.
f

The art of making an omelet la an
exact and delicate one, requiring
Judgment and regard to several "principles" of egg cooking.
Tbe pan should be thin, as quick
cooking Is of prime Importance.
. To make a tunder omelet, tbe nun
ber of yolks should exceed tbe nun
ber of whites.
I'p to 1840 the number of yolks was
twice that of the whites, but more
whites now enter Into French recipes,
Hut if there Is too much white left,
no art ran prevent an omelet from
being too hard.
The egg on.olet must not be liquid
at all, but barely act
In serving, a spoon or fork must be
used. A knife ruins Us texture.
Kor a French omelet break the eggs
Into a bowl, add as many teaspoon'
fuls of water as there are eggs, count-lutwo yolks aa one egg. For each
of a tea'
three eggs add
spoonful of salt and a daub of pepper.
If six eggs are used, three whites are
better than four where, quality, not
quantity, la preferred. Meat them
with a fork until a spoonful can be
lifted as if It were liquid without
clinging to the rest.
Put In a tableapoonful of butter and
melt In a thin pan, strain the egg Into
It, sot on a hot part of the range and
as soon aa tbo edgea begin to cook
aeparate them from the edge of tbe
pan with a thin knife or spatula;
alowly, and gently, rock the pan back
and forth ao tbat the uncooked por
tion runs down next tbe pan, until the
whole la creamy. Now commence tbe
art of rolling. On tb side next the
handle start the roll, curling It over
gently and letting the pan rest a
moment on each curve long enough
to brown It lightly, and turn on a hot
platter to be eaten without standing
and losing a degree of heat Cool
omelet la ruined omolet
omelet the formula
For a three-egIs two whole eggs, two yolks of eggs,
three tablespoonfuls of milk or one
tableapoonful of wator, pepper and

salt

In poaching egga the bottom of the
skillet should be brushed with oil.
then partly flit with boiling water
that Is not allowed to boll or simmer
after slipping the egg In from the rup
Into which It has been nrst broken.
If the water la slightly salted and
teaspoonful of vinegar added. It Is an
Improvement The eggs must not be
Forty
old or the white will dissolve.
eight hoars after laying gives tbe best
results In poaching. Let the yolk be
nearly covered and do not disturb un
til tho albumen has set. Remove with
skimmer.

IF BACK HURTS CLEAN
KIDNEYS WITH SALTS
Orink .Lota of Water and Stop Eating
Meat for a While If tha Bladder
Bothere You.

Meat forma uric acid which excites
and overworks the kidneys In their
efforts to filter It from tbe system.
Regular eaters of meat must flush tbe
kidneys occasionally. You must relieve them like you relieve your bowels; removing all the acids, waste and
poison, else you feel a dull misery In
the kidney region, sharp pains In the
back or sick headache, dizziness, your
stomach sours, tongue Is coated and
when the weather la bad you have
rheumatlo twlngos. The urine la
cloudy, full of aediment; the channela
often get Irritated, obliging you to got
up two or three tlmea during tho

night

To neutralize these Irritating acids
and flimb off the body's urinous waste
get about four ounces of Jad Salts
from sny pharmacy; take a
In a gluBS of water before
breakfast for a few days and your kidneys will then act fine and bladder
disorders disappear. This famous salts
Is made from the acid of grapes and
lemon julee, combined will) lithla, and
has been used for generations to clean
and stimulate sluggish kidneys and
tor bladder Irritation. Jad Salts Is
Inexpensive; harmless and makes a
r
delightful effervescent
drink which millions of men and
women take now and then, thus avoiding serious kidney and bladder diseases. Adv.
table-spoonf-

llthla-wate-

Just Hungry.
"I've tried all kinds of henlth foods,
but none of them seem to fit my case."
"What Is It you are troubled with?"
Jour"An appetite." Minneapolis
nal.

ENDS DYSPE DC IA,
u
NDIGESTION. CAS
'Tape's Diapepsin" cures sick,
sour stomachs

in five

minutes

Time Itl
"Really does" put bad stomach! In
order "really does" overcome Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
ourness In five minutes that Just
that makea Pape'a Diapepsin tha largest selling stomach regulator In the
If wbat you eat ferments Into
world.
tubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate aour, undigested food and
acid; bead la dizzy and aches; breath
foul; tonguo coated; your Insldes Oiled
with bile and Indigestible waste, remember the moment "Pape'a Diapepsin" cornea In contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almoat marvelous, and
the Joy Is Its harmlessness.
t
case of Pape'a DiaA large
pepsin will give you a hundred dollar'
worth of satisfaction.
It's worth Ita wetgU In gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belong In your
borne should always be kept bandy
In case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night It's tb
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor In the world. Adv.
fifty-cen-

Fish Rissoles.
To a plate of cold Dsn add
aa much bread crums, one finely
minced boiled onion, the yolks of two
eggs and one tablespoonful of butter.
Season to taste.
Make a rich paste and cut It Into
squares. Place a tablespoon
ful of the fish mixture on each square
and fold with the pastry. Wet tha
Also the Canal Zone.
egg and fry
edges with
many
zones are
Teacher How
tbe triangles In boiling fat. Oarnlab
there. Hobble?
with parsley and slices of lemon.
Hobble Oh, a whole lot There'a
one torrid, two temperate, two frigid
Wriggle.
. Codfish
Pick up a cup of codfish, place In and a whole lot of postal zones.
eaucepan with enough cold water to
cover, let coma to boiling point; drain ECZEMA ITCHED AND BURNED
and cover with cold water again; turn
off aa before. Thicken a pint of milk
Falmouth, Ky. "Two years ago I
as for cream toast seasoning well with was troubled with akin and scalp
pepper, salt and butter; now add tha troubles. I would have pimples tbat
can of peas and let all would break out and form sores on
flab and half
boll up.
Have ready some nicely my face and head, with terrible Itchbrowned French fried potatoes and ing. The eczema on my face and
turn tha cream, fish, etc, over them. head Itched and burned and when I
scratched it It made sores and I
Brawn Spice Cake.
was very disfigured for the time becup batter, add ing. My head became so sore I could
Cream
cup sugar, tbe beat- not touch It with
gradually
comb; It became
cup a maaa of sores. My hair fell out
en yolks of two agga and
molasses, sift together one and
gradually.
cap cocoa,
cupa flnne.
"I waa afflicted about a year before
teaspoonful soda, one
f
I used Cutlcura Soap and Ointment
cream of tartar, on tea- and after using tbem three weeka I
spoonful each of cinnamon and mace, waa getting better and In less than
teaspoonful nutmeg,
f
three months, after ualng eight cakes
of clove; add flour to tha of Cutlcura Soap and Ave boxes of
f
with
alternately
creamed mixture
Cutlcura Ointment, I waa completely
cup cold black coffee. Last fold cured of eczema." (Signed) Frank
eggs
until
beaten
the
of
In tha whites
Vastine, Dec. 12, 1911.
dry.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment aold
throughout the world. Sample of each
Oil Window Cords.
Skin Book. Address postfree.wlth
To lengthen the usefulness of wincard "Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston." Adv.
dow cords, after dusting them rub
them thoroughly with a
Exactly.
rag. Tbla prevents friction which
"What do you think of the fop In
weakena and Anally breaks the cords, my new farce?"
which are also affected by tha aun
"Oh, het a dandy character."
and atmosphere.
one-thir-

two-Inc-

well-beate-

-

one-ba- if

one-thir- d

one-ha- lf

nna-fou- rt

one-hal-

"BOUND FOR
WESTERN CANADA"
A

PRAIRIE SCHOONER SLOGAN,
FROM
THAT "STARTED
NEBRASKA.

Four horses abreast attached to a
red painted prairie schooner, with
windows and a protruding atovepipe,
with the words, "Bound for Canada,"
on tha achooner'a side, waa the object
of considerable Interest aa It passed
on tbe way northward from Nebraska
a short time ago through the towns
In Nebraska, South and North Dakota.
After some weeks of strenuous traveling In this way, Mr. J. F. Jensen made
the overland trip from Jameson, Nebraska, and with his little family made
tbe regular customs entry at North
Portal, In the province of Saskatchewan.
Their destination was Willow
Hunch, a district that Mr. Jensen
had selected as one In which It was
possible for him to work out his fortune. He located on a good half section of land, and Intended putting on
It some cattle that would fatten on
the wild prairie grass that grows so
luxuriously In that district. In addition to this his purpose was to cultivate a portion of It and raise wheat,
oats, barley or flax. In short, a life
devoted to mixed farming was what
he had In view and it Is easy to understand that he will make a success
of It, and in a year or ao will attach
some more land holdings.
Although bis beginning may be
small, It may safely be said that Mr.
Jensen, like thousands of others who
have begun life In western Canada on
no more and with probably much less,
will prosper. He will not be far from a
line of railway. Schools will be close
at hand and other social conditions so
necessary In a new country are available. Advertisement.

one-hal-
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Rinse Psn First

To prevent milk from burning rinse
tha1 saucepan In clean, cold water before pouring the milk In It It la
also mora easily cleaned whan It Is
so rinsed beforehand.

SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY ITI
Keep Your Locke Youthful, Dark,
Gloasy and Thick With Common
Garden Sags and 8ulphur.

When yon darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one cut)
tell, because It's done ao naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing this mixture,
though, at borne Is mussy and troublesome. For 60 cents you can buy at
tonic
any drug store the
called "Wyeth'a 8age and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You Just dampen a
aponge or aoft brush with it and
draw tbla through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time. By morning all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, gloasy
and luxuriant. You will also discover dandruff la gone and hair haa
atopped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though no
Is a algn of old age, add aa we
all desire a youthful and attractive appearance, get busy at once with Wyeth'a 8s ge and Sulphur and look years
younger. Adv.
ready-to-us-

ea

From Mrs. Hornung, Buffalo, N. Y.

Pitfaia N. Y. "I am writing to let ynu know how much ronr
medicine has dono for mo. I failed terribly during tho lust winter

and summer and every one remarked aliout my appearance. I suffered from a fetnalo trouble and always had pains in my back, no
appetite and at times was very weak.
I wns viniting at a friend's houso one day and she thought I needed
Lydia E. Ilnkhnm's Vegetable Compound. I took it and have gained
eight pounds, bavo a good appetite and am feeling better every day.
Everybody is eking nie what I am doing and I recommend Lydia .
llnkham's Vegetable Compound. You may publish this letter if you
wish and I hope others who have the same complaint will see it and
ret health from your medicine as I did." Mrs. A. Hobnuno, 01
Stanton St, Buffalo, N. Y.

Was

e

A

Blessing To This Woman.

Va. " I was troubled with a bearing down pain and
a female weakness and could not stand long on my feet Of all the
medicines I took nothing helped me like Lydia K. llnkham's Vegetable Compound. I am now regular and am getting along lino. I
cannot praise the Compound too much. It has been a blessing to me
and I hope it will bo to other women." Mrs. D. Ttlkr, ii'A West
Clupton St, South liichmoud, Va.
Bo. KtcnMOND,

Pains in Side, Could Hardly Stand.
"I was in a bad condition, suffering from a fomale
trouble, and I had such pains in my sides I could hardly movo. Before I had taken the whole of one bottle of Lydia K llukhnm's Vegetable Compound 1 folt bettor, and now I am well and can do a good
dnv's work. I tell everybody what your medicine has done for me."
Mrs. John Thompson, Lodi, Wisconsin.
For ,10 Tear Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound hits been the standard remedy for female 111. Mo one sick with woman' ailment
docs justice to berself if she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.
l
fcWritetoLTPIA E.PISKHAM MKDICIXKCO.
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for ad vice.
L
opened, read and answered
Your letter will be
by woinun and held lu strict confUleuce.
Lorn, Wis.

The Retort 8plteful.
"I'd bave you know, madnm, that my
family has a clean record."
"If It hasn't, my denr Mr. Climber,
It aught to have, alnce I understand Can quickly be overcome by
your grandmother was a laundress."
CARTER'S LITTLE

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

Important to Wlothoro
Examine carefully every bottle

.
01

CA8TOKIA, a safe and sure remedy foi
that It
Infant and children, and
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LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
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Children Cry for Fletcher's Castor!
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neaa, and Indigestion.

They do their duty,

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PR1CX.

Genuine must bear Signature)

No Civility.
"This Is what they call a civil suit"
"You'd never think it to hear the
way the lawyers are talking to each

other."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
ind invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
Sugar-coatetiny granules, easy to take.
Do not grips. Adv.

Soda Fountain
nttj

Soda Fountain : W have mads up
tot
prompt shipment t, 8, 10. Sat and 20 ft. front
lysle-m-

pump eerrloe outfits,

and slightly
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used, at a big saving In prioe on easy monthly

If people were aa good as their obit- payment. The Uroamu Co., Inc., lallae,Tes
uaries the recording angel would soon
Raarh wltto Totaera farm. Cloae
IRflfl
be looking for another Job.
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Cross

Buoy sloths

Ball Blue will waah double
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aib. balance lima. Wrlja
COMrAMX. USVAKV, TltX

as any otbar. Don't put your

Roman Btlteh.
mousy into any other. Adv.
Roman stitch Is used only In conWhen In doubt It's a good plan to
ventional work and Is need tor covering leave or the petals of a flower tell the truth.
.
Begin tha stitch at
with a
the top and work from aid to aide,
bringing tb floss well down on the
rib each Urn. After the stitch Is
brought down to the center secure It
with a cross stitch. Each stitch la
fastened before tbe next one Is taken
and tbe tiny cross stitches In the center form the vein of the leaf. Christian Science Monitor.
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General Tonlo

Taiio Qrovo'o

Tho Old

Any man who can make money can
make friends, but be can't alwsy.i keep

either.
Putnam Fadeless Dye
the handa. Adv.

do not stain

Nothing Jolts a mean man Ilk
dose of his own medicine.

la fluttering! pr weak,

un

MNOVINaV

It Equally V1I01I1I1 it i Sentrat Strengthening Tonic, Bicaosi
Llrtr, Drlm Out Malaria. Earlcan tti Blood and Builds Up thi

It Acts
Wbola

jto.

ti tki

Sptta.

know what yon are taking when you tak Orors'i TasUIes chill Tonlo, at)
tha formats Is printed on. irery label, showing that it eon tains th
tonic properties of QUININE and IRON. It ha do equal (or Malaria, Chilli aao)
fever, Weakness, General Debility and Los of Appetite. Gives lit aad vigor la
Nursing Mothers and Pal, Sickly Children, A True Tonlo aad Bur Appetiser;
tot grown people and children. Guaranteed by root Druggist. W maaa it. tOtJ

lino
Mad

Standard

Grovo'o Taatolcca
chill Tonic

No Wonder.

"He slipped up on that article."
"Wbat waa tb subject?"
"Icy Pavements."

H5sOI.il llopufe
If Your

When you have found no remedy for the horrors that
oppress you during change of life, when through the long
hours of the day it seems as though your oack would break,
when your head aches constantly, you are nervous,
and suffer from those dreadful bearing down pains,
don't forget that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
is the safest and surest remedy, and has carried hundreds
of women safely through this critical period.
Read what these three women say:

Truly an Edition da Luxe.
The most sumptuous copy of
Shakespeare's "Homeo and Juliet" In
existence la being sont from this
country In a few days to a purchaser
abroad. The value of the book is between $5,000 and $7,600. It has been
reproduced aa an illuminated manuscript on vellum, and the volume is
notable aa being the entire work of
one artist, Alberto Sangorskl, who
has been engaged upon it for 18
months. The title Is Bpellcd In pearls
sot In gold, and the cover is further
embellished with 214 rubies and 36
amethysts.
Altogether 400 precious
atones are imbedded in the cover, each
In a aettlng of gold.
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one-hal-

Those of Middle Age Especially.
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Misses Ruby Smith, Faye
Brooks and Chess Worrell spent
Sunday in Texico Farwell.
Mrs. R. J. Wallace is in the
Phone 223 for home made
city visiting her parents, Mr. candies for your parties.
and Mrs. J. A. Smith.
Ranee G. Giles and Vada Ott,
who has both of Hollene. were united in
Mrs. Bert Curless
been on the sick list has again marnaire at the court house
Thursday afternoon by Judge
about recovered.
Noble.
been
Almen
Von
has
Dr.
P. E. Carter, Representative
c mined to his home this week
of
Roosevelt County, was in the
: account
of illness.
city from Portales, Monday, the
Money to loan to good farm sruest
of his sister, Mrs. E. H.
ers on good collateral.-Tex- as
Robinson,
State Bank of Farwell.
Miss Birdie Day and mother
returned h )Ti? Monday from a
week's visit with Roy Day and
family at Alva, Okla.
Mrs. John Holland and three
children arrived Monday to visit
Mrs. Henry Mitchell, also, Mrs.

Pattie Holland.
Miss
Ethel Stansbury was
confined to her room several
days this week on account of
illness.

Master Miles Cook is very
ill at his home, two blocks West
of Main St. We hope for the
lad's speedy recovery.
Bring your Easter films to
Robinson Studio, and have them
finished right.
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Buie who
reside 5 miles northwest of
Clovis were in the city Monday

gatherings and

egg-hunt-

The Presbyterian and Christian churches will have special programs and music for
the Easter morning service.

There will be special Easter
services
at the Baptist Church
Mr. H. L. Studevant left toAmong other
Sunday.
net
day for Topeka. Kansas after a good things will be:
weeks visit here. He expects
"Hail Immanuel"
to return soon and make Clovis
A male quartette,
his permanent home.
Special Music by the Orchestra
Bill Harvey, of the grocery
A sermon on the resurrection,
firm of Harvey & Morris is in
"Angels in the Tomb."
Oklahoma on business matters
The ladies of the Baptist
this week. He may be gone a Church will serve lunch and
couple of weeks.
will also have bread, cakes, etc
The protracted meeting at on sale at the Harvey & Morris
the Methodist Church, is still store next Saturday, Apr. 11th.
in progress and is doing much
good.
Rev. Marston, the pas
Lone Prairie Items
by Rev.
tor is being assisted
Herman Phillips and Mr. Mc
Beck, of Texico and Rev. Bell Curry were Melrose visitors
of Portales, in his labors.
Saturday.

A. W. McLean, who has been
visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. 0. McLean, for the
past several months, returned
to his home in Aurora, Ills. Mr
McLean came to this country to
recuperate and returned home
much improved in health. His
oq business.
mother accompanied him as far
For good grade china, see as Amarillo.
Barry Hardware Co.
tf
He expects to return to this
of the country to reside
photogsection
Robinson,
the
Have
rapher, make pictures of your permanently.

Easter

The Methodist Church will
have special anthems and music for the Easter service next
Sunday morning, and the primary classes have prepared a
special program for the Sunday School.

s.

Oldham Makes Statement.

When interviewed by a News
Guaranty Fund Bank tliat
representative
as to what the
is ready to help all good reliable farmers by loaning them policy of his administration
STATE BANK would be, B. D. Oldham, mayor
money.-TEX- AS
simply said:
elect of Clovis.
of FARWELL.
"Just say that I will use my
J. Beach, of Joliet, Illinois, best efforts to give the people
who recently purchased a fine of Clovis an economical busitract of Curry County land ness administration and I will
through the Stewart Land Com- at all times, do anything and
pany was in the city last week everything within my power to
and has since returned to Joliet. advance the commercial interHe will come back later and im- ests of Clovis and to assist in
prove his land.
the betterment of conditions."
A

Messrs. Murphy and Laneve
went to Clovis with hogs the last
of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Peas call
ed at H. B. Phillips' last week.
Messrs. McDaniel, Laneve,
McUuality and Phillips went to
Clovis on business last week.
It would be nice indeed for the
Clovis people t o have a nice
Park, but the very idea of wanting the county to furnish the
money to make Clovis a Park.
I am surprised at Prof, Mers-felde- r,
when the claim holders
are taxed already more than
they can pay. He had better
come out and spend a while on a
claim and see what it is to keep
the wolf from the door, and pay
taxes for the pleasure of others.
Not half of the people of Curry
County would ever see that Park
so I say let Clovis make a Park
at their own expense.
H. R- - Justus and family visited at H. B. Phillips' Sunday.
John Young was elected as
one of the school board in this

district.

I M. L. McCLUSKEY

Quite a snow fell Tuesday.

Curry Co. Record Report.
Compiled by F. S. Burns.
April 6 and 7, 1914

announces that he has put in a
stock of GROCERIES which
he will handle in connection
with his FUEL business.

Warranty Deeds
J.

M. Boyd

-- S

V. Duke, $1.

to R.
4.

B.

Bank

D. Oldham to First Natl
ots
7 and 8 Blk 55
$l-L-

Clovis.
W. W. Wells to S. J. Boykm,
$1 N w - 22 - 3 - 8G.
B. W. Viles to B. DeGraften-reid- ,
$25-L- ots
Blk 4 Await
1-- 2

Add. Melrose.
W. L. Miller to B.

This stock is absolutely new

and fresh, and as we are out of
the high rent district, you get
the benefit in prices.

DeGraften-rei- d,

Oldham,
Clovis.

$l-L-

7 and 8 Blk 55

ots

W. F. Braswell to Texas State
cows, hogs.
Bank
F. W. Shumate to R. E. Brown
$2G8-horse- s,

Jno F.

Taylor. 2nd Jr. to

Alice Harper

$200-Horse-

s.

Chattel. Mortgage.

Geo. W. Johnson to F. G.
Anderson
W. L. Copelund, et al to Clo$1053.85-cow- s.
vis National Bank.
s.

M. L. McCluskey

V):

-

Designed by
Spero-Michu-

Co., Im,

cl

NewYork
M.kwe

Clothe, thai

E. W. Walker to Clovis Nat'I
Bank $162- - cattle and horses.

f

Sati.hr'

YOUR TIME TO CHANGE
There is no earthly reason why a man should wear a
Winter suit in the Spring. It does not look prosperous and
that is something no one can afford. Be alive to your personal appearance and others will respect you accordingly.
The proper time to be properly clad is all the time.
CO.
Come look over the new models of SPERO-MICHAE"Clothes that Satisfy." Prices from
L

$10.00 to $25.00

whom

An Easter Carol.
The Master walked where llllies grew.
So fair, to pura. so white.
So glorioua In Judah'a land,
Solovely tothe eight.
Hie area aaw beauty In their form
Aa folded to hla breast.
He lingered o'er the aweet perfume,
The flowers he loved beat.
The Illy bell In purest bloom
la spotless as the snow.
Dear emblem of a riaon life
And heavenly afterglow.
Our Jeausdled and roue to life.
Foretelling there ahall be
A bleased resurrection day
And Immortality.
The risen Lord has conquered deat a.
We only die to live;
We sow the seed, the flower gain,
go Christ new life shall give.
This holy Easter wa will sing
New cvols to the Son,
Who took away the sting from death
And victory o'er It won.
-- Mrs C. E. Lord

Blks Await Add.
Quit Claim Deeds
Let Something Good Be Said
Margaret F. Rather to B. D. When o'er the fair name of friend or foe
$144- -6

$500-horse- s.

For Groceries or Fuel, Phone 206

--

Tha ahadow of disgrace ahall fall; Instead
Of words of blame, or proof of this and no
Let aomething good be aaltl.
Forget not that no fellow being yet
May fall ao low but love may lift his head:
Even the cheek of ahame with teara Is wet
If aomething good be said.
No generous heart may mainly turn a.kle
In waya of sympathy; no soul ao dead
But may awaken strong and glorified
If aomething good be aaid.
And ao I charge you by the thorny crown
And by tha cross oa which tha Savior bled
And by your awn soul's fair renown
Let aoateUiIng good he aaid .

The Womans Club will have a
called meeting next Tuesday
afternoon at the Guild.

Time Table
No.

113..Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amarillo
10:50 a. m.
and points east
113 .Dep. for Melrose, Fort
Sumner, Vaugn, Mountain-ai- r,
Belen, Albuquerque
and points west ... 11:20 a. m,
from Pecos, Carlsbad, Roswell and Portales
10:55 a. m.

114.. Ar.

114.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wich-

ita, Kansas citv, Chicago
and points east ..11:45 a. m,
117.. Ar. from Chicago, Kansas city, Wichita, Amarillo and points east.. .12:15 a. m.

for Portales, Roswell, Carlsbad and Pecos
11:25 a. m.
Albuquerque,
118.. Ar. from
Mountainair, Ft.'.Sumner,
Melrose and points west
4:30 am.
118.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wichita, Kansas city, Chicago
and points on Coleman
cut-o- ff
.......4:36 a. m.
117.. Dep.

your
Pnone
wants to No.
Hardware Co.

72.-BAR-

hardware
RY

tf

